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extreme weakness in I'nion Pacific
was the feature of.thu- early trading
in the stock market today.
Closing
1he stock declined
yesterday at 1
'in the lirst half hour to 1.11. on extra
ordinary heavy offerings. 'J'he excite
ment on the ' exchange, especially
around the I'nion I'acitic posts was
-

J
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TROUBLE CAME

UNION PACIFIC

THE MEW DOUE OF PEACE.

FATHER DALTON
CAUSED FOUR
HUNDRED TO WED
Kansas City, Dec. J 2. "Out of 17.-- '
(I'M) letters
received from all parts of
the globe, no marriages have been accomplished," was the report issued
today by Father William .1. Dalton, of
the Church of the Annunciation, con-- '
the work of a matrimonial
bureau and board by the church a,
"Letters came from Jeruyear ago.
salem, lrom Constantinople, from Africa and South America, and nearly
every state in the union." The report
continued:
"I have kept two stenographers busy
'answering them. When 1 receive n
letter asking for a mate of certain
refer the writer to
qualifications,
one in the same section of the coun- try who will come up to the requirements."
.Nearly 73 per cent of letters reeeivto
ed were from women, according
(Father Dalton. A majority of the wo-imen set forth wealth as a qualification
for an acceptable husband, while not
one man asked for a wife with wealth.
The bureau grew out of u gathering
of unmarried young men and women
of the parish in the priests' parlor.
Inst December al which Father Dal-- '
ton suggested that there were
too
many single young people in the parish who might as well be married.
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
intense.
THINGS CORRALLED BY CONTROL
The tickers were from I to 2 minutes behind in recording quotations.
OVER
MEMBERS SAYS MONEY
The rest of the list also was unset
TRUST WITNESS.
;tled. v.iih a heavy decline in Canadian
I'acitic. and marked weakness in other
leaders.
Stocks recovered l to :'. points be- THE LOAN CROWD
fore the end of the (irst hour and the
heavy selling ceased but the under-lonTELLS ITS STORY

J $L

'i

TIGHT

became hesitant.

Heavy early selling was attributed
to out of town sources, this applying
Washington. I). ('., Dec. 12. Half a
12.
The
Dec.
D.
C,
Washington,
to
Amalgamated
Copper
'especially
members of the Consolidated
dozen
in
the
new revolutionary outbreak
and Heading.
exchange Including President Miguel
dominican republic is both puzzling
lie
house money
The recovery in I'nkin ficilic re- de Agiiero, told
and vexing to state department offsulted from large supporting .orders. trust commit too today that under t
icials here, who were in hope that
exstock
Hanks and trust companies again; rules of the .New York
"the arrangement made recently
by
called loans w hich were somewhat im- - change they were "absolutely prohibitthe special American commission
would preserve peace for two years,
paired by the further shrinkage of ed frtiiii doing any business with
and
members of thai organization
prices.
when, a new election was to be held.
The hurried dispatcli last night of
charged that their business had been
I!y noon all early losses were recovthe battleship New Hampshire indered and some stocks showed gains of; curtailed by the prohibition.
such
icates that officials
interpret
a point
or more over yesterday's
The committee also heard several
meager advices as have gotten through
I'nion Pacific continued to be; money brokers, operating in the "loan
(lose.
a situation
as forecasting
calling
ihe most conspicuous, feat lire, advniie-incrowd" on the New York stock exfor immediate action.
and falling alternately until just' change, who testified that an enforced
The New Hampshire carries about
BOX
before noon when heavy buying caus- low rate of interest would prevent
900 men, including one company of
ed a rally of more than four points the movement, of money toward New
She is ecommanded by
marines.
BHLrSAN-TURIM- H
from the early low level. The vol- - York from country banks when the
12.
Dec.
of
H.
I'ueblo,
Colo.,
Oliver.
James
farmers
'
Captain
CONFEtMCL
'
PEFE
'VlM
of business up to noon was much money was needed at home points.
nine
tile
Arkansas
BOOM
OF CANNON
THE
valley have arranged
in excess of half a million shares,
.Samuel I'nterniyer, the committee's
HEARD IN VERA CRUZ. through the I'ueblo commercial club
to the stand
next called
well
was
council,
noon
hour
of
The
the
to
sue
the
rally
operat12.
railway
companies
The
Vera Cruz, Mexico, Deo.
K. Sttirgis, of the New York
session'
Frank
end
of
the
to
the
.maintained
the
for
valley
booming of the big guns of the A men-- ing through
!:tnd trading continued relatively dull. stock exchange.
of freight cars. Attorneys for the
ciin warships today announced the ar- found
an
He was the first from the exchange
farmers
have
old
Kurope was a heavy buyer, chiefly of
law,
they
rival at Vera Cruz of tbe battliships
I'nion Pacific and other purchases fot'who will be questioned as to the the
and say, which makes railroad companies
Minnesota, Kansas,
Michigan
factors in restoring ory of its transactions and as to the
investment
Soutb Carolina, under command of liable for one dollar a day from the
de-i- s
in
values.
cars
are
dale
ordered
until
their
A
speculative character of trade
Hear Admiral Fletcher.
strong
every member of the Chamber of
stocks listed on the exchange.
"ncrthei" was blowing with occas livery. It said that Kansas has the
TO
Commerce without a single exception, PROGRESSIVES
same law and that it has been enforc-J. II. Griesel, of Griesel i Rogers,
sional showers.
will be present. This is a matter that
ed in that state, causing the railroads
New York, the lirst. witness, testified
The salutes of the American squad- ' to
consider
will admit of no delay and
hasten empty cars into Kansas,
as to methods of operation of the
STUDY IN EUROPE
ron were answered by the .Mexican
it of such importance that we ought
to
Colorado
in
He said the
order
stock exchange.
passing
through
furVera
12.
of
In spite
New York, Dec.
gunboats Zaragasa, Bravo and
lo take it up unanimously."
avoid payment of the damages for delending of money on the exchange
I'nion
Cruz, lying in the harbor, on the
ther
Asagainst
pressure
heavy
in
the
The meeting will be held
not been filed as
did not begin ordinarily until about
OF
THE CHICAGO
shore batteries. Whether the battle lay. The suit has
Pacilic, the stock market in general 11
hall, Palace of the Governors, MEDILL M'CORMICX
see just
to
sembly
the
farmers
a. in., sometimes at 10:30 if the
yet,
waiting
seswill
to
rest
enter the harbor
was more stable during the first,
ships are
BE
SECPROBABLY
tomorrow night at x o'clock.
WILL
how many others wish to join them
is very active.
TRIBUNE
market
at the discretion of Admiral Fletcher
Traders were still at a
sion today.
"The matter has been discussed
as
The Arkansas valley
ii'.:i
he said. "Jll.uOO.OtiO
THAT GOES loss to account for
"Soil"
COMMITTEE
TO
of
the
RETARY
after be has had a conference with has plaintiffs.
selling
with me." said Secretary John S.
had much trouble this fall acof the or H,im'.i,iimi is K;;ined within 15 or 20
the
William YV. Canada, tbe American
effect
Pacific
but
I'nion
disto
"I
not
it
am
Harris.
liberty
to the farmers, in securing
A3R0AD.
break was restricted principally to a tn i;i nil's, this vohine of transactions
consul, over the depth of the water cording cars to
cuss it at this time. I consider the
If. for rates on renew-- I
enough
ship their produce.
for shipping.
few speculative1 stocks and there was servins i : h i
situation such that it should not be
IliUtlS.
have lent sometimes
lilltli-afor
the
('l
l
12.
ATTEND
nn
nf
Plans
lite widesnread
recurrence
EVERY MEMBER ASKED TO
Chicago: Dec.
made public prior to the meeting callROUMANIA WANTS TO
is$20,o:io.inii' or $25, 000, 01)0 a day and
PRIMER LESSONS ON
of
in
the
investment
I am
elation
members
a
seven
grade
of
high
committee
making
BE IN CONFERENCE.
REPORT ed by the president.
a
FRIDAY NIGHT BECAUSE
A TAXATION SYSTEM,
sues. When it. was demonstrated that borrowed perhaps $15,000,000 in
special effort to get all the members to progressive party,' appointed yesterDec. 12..TRouinania's sugges- have lent, as high as
Paris,
nor
was showing better single day.
conditions
list
social
the
to
There are two classes of property; tion
general
however."
study
SURWILL
that
attend
day
THAT
MADE
meeting,
WILL BE
that her representative partici-represent the borrower
resistance, bull traders grew more $;!5,oo0,000.
fixed property and movable property,
thern Kurope, in the interest ui
in the ambassadorial conference
lender anu"; of course
rather'than
the
COntie1iMit
to
stocks
absorb
ind
raprniy.
EVERY
ONE.
developed
DEAD.
Movable property always seeks and pate
PRISE
began
BENJAMIN F. McklNLEY
progressive party,
not been voiced by either France
in the transactions."
has
I
the
benefit
oi
get
will
ev,"
consist
also
a
beat,
;on
locates on fixed property. It is one of or
risking scab'. Shorts
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 12. Ben- The committee
Great Britain, as it is desired to
inter- a retreat which became a rout as the
The method of lending money in
of
agricultural
of
uncle
the rules of the game and so long as limit
representatives
Franklin
5lcKinley,
of the jamin
exthe discussion to the six great
A. B. Ilenehan, president
is ests, two of labor, one professor of price of Union Pacific rose with a the "loan crowd" on the stock
fixed property is not a menace to
of Chamber of Commerce, returned from the late President Win. McKlnley,
be chosen
Premier
Venizelos,
was
to
the
powers.
described
two
others
witness,
by
and
change
a
as
'lunch
He
rush, jumping as
point
movable property it is certain to come.
while passing through Paris Albiuiuerijiie hist night and immediate- dead at his home here today.
as He said that New York banks loau-- '
sales until it touched 1S6
of pneu- with reference to their professions.
The greatest movable property is Greece,
SO years old and died
be
will
on his way to London, declared in the ly called a meeting of the Chamber of was
.WeCorniiek probably
Medill
ing for out of town banks usually
l."f
150
and
with
fixed
and
the
compared
early
property course of an interview that
greatest
money
is
and added monia, after a brief illness.
The
party
the
ol
made
body.
for
known the banks for which
Greece,
night
Commerce
Friday
adsecretary
were
close.
at
There
is real estate and all that goes with
yesterday's
was certain to negotiation
side by with it a request that every member SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
are lending.
lo sail during the early part vances of 1 to 2
they
expected
last
over
real estate which means, minerals, wa- side with
night
points
HAS AN EARTHQUAKE.
her allies at the peace con- - attend that session.
of 5lay.
"What would he the result of fix-- !
in such stocks us Canadian
Pacilic,
ters, timbers and other
a report made at
ference.
Beach, Cal.. Dec. 12.- Faint
is to be given to
be
will
a rate of interest, on money on
Long
"There
attention
ing
Special
In
Northern
Great.
a
St. Paul,
natural resources.
Northern,
preparing
at
lie admitted that a number of prob-- : I'.iat session which it is of vital im- earthquake, tremors were felt here
the study of widows' pensions, bud- Pacific, Lehigh Valley, Steel, and the stock exchange?" asked Air.
taxation system which will encourage
should hear," fiequent intervals during the morning get reforms and inheritance and inthe comina of movable property, it leins existed between the allies them-- ! portance all members
Side residents come taxes. Colonel Roosevelt de- Southern Pacilic. Bonds were firm.
do not hours today. Fast
"Why, it would keep the money at
to
must he admitted that anv tax that is eelves, but declared that all of them- said Mr. Ilenehan today.
Speculation having returned
but no damage
alarmed
were
matter in the
greatly
in the country banks," answer-- '
New York today.
tor
the
homo
to
discuss
mainof
the
care
parted
recognized
necessity
insomething like a normal basis,
injurious to movable property is
"Good-bye- ,
boys. I've had a grand
ed 51 r. Griesel.
lialkan confederation press at this time, but I hope that was reported.
the
taining
and
aside
to
movable
moderate
state
became
the
because
jurious
C. W. Turner, loan broker for the
time," were his parting words.
from some irregularity in I'nion I'aproperty can move whereas fixed prop-- j strong and indissoluble.
conferthe
National
12.
Dec.
from.
London.
progressive
City hank, said that the
Although
Reports
de-was
;
cific and Reading, the market
erty can not move. The way to
bank he represents never
ence closed officially last night, the commonplace.
Vienna as to the sudden recall of the
charged
velop fixed property to its fullest value Servian minister there, are unfonnd-- '
more than f per cent on loans, no
majority of the visitors did not leave
ill
tin
were
While
is to tax it in just proportion to mov- there
pauses
51. .lovanovlch was appointed
to
Chicago until today. Chairman Jos- afternoon advance, due to the complet matter what the rate on call money
able property because fixed property ed.
51. Dixon and other progressive
a
month
the
there
Servian
eph
legation
in sonu might he on the exchange.
ion of the urgent covering
can not be developed without mov- in place of 51. Simitc.h, who forleaders expressed themselves as wen slocks and profit,
"What would he the result if all
was
trend
the
taking,
able property and movable property ago
with the conference and its, unwind and the average level more banks did that: asked Mr. Unter- held the post. 51. Simiteh was
merly
pleased
not
can
hi
develop except where it is received by the emperor in farewell
results.
"They told uie there was to
than a point above yesterday's close, myer.
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 12. Whether
ot
given adequate rights. In other words, audience today. ,
in Los Angeles and lots
(icings
InternaMr. Dixon expected to take some ac- the
of
The market closed easy. Realization
knew that $10,000
"Why, money would not he attract-;,- "
;he
we can not expect to develop natural
the
Berlin, Dec. 12. Conferences were tional Association of Bridge and Struc- money for the work," said
tion today regarding the case of the made more' of an impression on the ed to New Yor
answered 51r. Ttir- resources unless we can show in- - held
Brown entered a denial of
lieu
between Alfred Von
were
of Boise, Idaho, the
today
funds
News,
Workers'
ner.
to
an
end
as
Capital
drew
Iron
the
tural
market
day
tourists in
vestors, homeseekers,
,
the German foreign
R. S. Sheridan, and several and prices fell in an orderly fashion
k
.Marcus
member of the
dynamite and nitro charges.
fact, all legitimate business that it minister, and Dr. S. Daneff, one of
on the bridge editors of which have been cited to on moderate
ot
the
salaries
Before
explosion
to
the
and
Most of the solidated
pay
testified
he
offerings.
exchange,
glycerin '
can have honest treatment in our the
construction in Kansas City, on Aug- appear before the supremo court of leaders ruled a point pr more below l:ul been in the exchange? since 18S5,
peace plenipotentiaries dynamiters was askeel ty me govei
state and that one and all will receive who Bulgarian
of John! ust l", 1910, Brown testilied, he wrote that state next Friday and show cause the best.
German
the
capin
its
through
passed
aI, nial for years lie had traded on
the same treatment. That is the fun- - ital on his way to London.
II. Barry. St. Louis, at the "dynamite! letters to .1. .1. .VlcXamara. explaining wny they should not be held in
both the- stock exchange and the condamental of all taxation and esan
to
done
be
that
"open temnt.
It was reported
by
the work was
which conspiracy" trial today.
London, Dec. 12. Stories
ALLEGED NOTORIOUS CROOK
solidated.
ascontractor and asking for
pecially is it a fundamental in New have been in circulation in regard to
Sheridan would he in Chicago today
ARRESTED IN COLORADO.
"On .May lf, litlo, the governors of
As vice president of the union and shop"
Mexico where we are so richly endowDixon planned to hold a con-a.Austna-- lungary s reservations in ac- a member of the executive board, Bar-- , sistance. from the International union, um
Colorado Springs, Colo., Dec. 12.
the Xew York stoe:k exchange passed
ed by nature. The man who escapes
to
handle
too
j
National
locally,
The
with
was
it
hiin.
big
ference
In the arrest, of It. C. Boyer, alius a rule
the proposals to hold ambas- ry testified he audited the accounts
prohibiting any stock exhis just share of taxation on such a cepting
o yesterdayreply, "to hinder their
gave Mr. Dixon per F.
sadorial "conversations" and of the of John .1. .McNaniara, the secretary.
Harry Ryan, on a charge of selling change broker from having any dealBrown
51
as
r. Sheridan with
basis is an enemy to any state be- imminence of her action
much
to
as
mission
work
possible,"
supply
final
the
F.Ik teeth, the police are sup- ings with the
ami'ist 3er-- i He asserted he never traced
Consolidated," said Mr.
for imitation
cause he retards development. He is via are
or financial assistance;
couiist
to .McNaniara. sail, meant to organize the
paid
officially declared her,' to b use of money
posed to have captured a notorious i lein.
visited
Hookin
case.
After
a speculation in the heritage of the
the
on
men
the
job.
fightim
KimmI; C Webb. New York, and Her-- ;
criminal wauled in Lincoln, Neb.,
Here- Air.
groundless.
'
Untennyer read into the
c u.wUin which i he government Kansas City the problem of unionizing
people.
Austria-Hungarit is pointed out,
Chicago, Omaha, Deliver and other record the rule.
turnwas
the men. the witness said,
used
for
s
was
dynamite.
cities.
Word from Lincoln today inwelcomes the meeting of the dirdo-- ! charg.
DAY IN
5!r. Ilein saiil that his brokers on
union.
to the international
HE SHOT HIS SWEETHEART.
Do you know that while you were ed over
dicates that the prisoner is wantPd by the stock exchange forced him to
mats as she considers it will keep til"
dissatisfaction
in
resulted
That
Palouse, Wash., Dec.
niwl
in rinse fmir-lljUrin
auditing the union's accounts $ 0,0'M'
federal authorities for the nlh'ged use close out his account,
(,,....,, imver
SENATE.
despite an efamong the local members, who would
ms sweeinean into me depths of a time
of
tile mails lo defraud. When taken fort to fight the rule- - in the courts.
the discussions. was expended for dynamite, and for
hy
simplifying
said.
Brown
noon.
At- not trust him,
5Iet
at
District
askod
mine near Harvard, Idaho, Jesse Dill- into custody, he is said to have had
As far as Austria is concerned, it hiring dynamiters?"
He said he
finally wrote to his
up.
Omnibus claims hill take-Brown said lie first learned the
man shot and killed .Miss 5L Liner, IS is added there is
torney .Miller.
delicate
chisels callable of being ad- stock exchange brokers setting forth
to
nothing
on
committer
the
of
Archbald impeachment
cause
bridge explosion
"I never heard of it." said Barry.
years old, of Helmer, Idaho, and fa- - rise to renewed apprehension
justed to any form of punch used by that lie was no longer connected with
Barry said he visited Steubenville. hearing AlcMauigal's confession at the met at : :;o p. ni.
tally wounded himself late last night,
the consolidated exchange and that
The Servian government has exrailway conductors.
Brown
in
an
caucus,
senators
Democratic
weeks
before
trial
here.
explosthree
Ohio,
according to a report which has reach- pressed to the Austrian minister at
he would become nominally an "inacconaction
received
when
to
he
he
and
letters
in
committee
was
about
Uinft,
asked
ion lliere
June,
plan
ed here. 5Ien employed in the mine
BY WIRELESS.
GREETINGS
tive member."
Belgrade, Servia's readiness to giye was asked whether he had investiga- from J. J. McNaniara.
One of these cerning President Talt s federal nomentered the tunnel to investigate the Austria-HungarDec. 12. CommuSome time later lie was forced to
Man.,
n
Winnipeg.
full satisfaction
ted the cause of that explosion, Ches- read: "The least there is said and inations.
cause of two shots they had heard,
nication was established early today close out his account anil all efforts
t ter Krum. his counsel, objected.
the consular incident
to
regard
better
is
the
HOUSE.
there
the
least
written,
but Dillman opened fire on them '
between the wireless station at Port to obtain another, he: said, were futo a special dis"He may answer that question, " for all concerned in the long run."
.Met at noon.
and drove them out. Dillman crawled Prisrend, according
Arthur, Out., and Queen Island, which tile.
Vienna.
from
Anderson.
ruled
to
Judge
Brown, denying it, referred
.Money trust investigation commit- lies north of Victoria, B. C, the operto the mouth of the tunnel this morn-- , patch
"Are there many securities of interAuscontinued
12.
The
was
Pari?, Pec.
"That Steuhenville explosion
pints, snid it was about plans tee continued taking testimony relnt ators cxrhnnjr'ng eoiijrrnt'iltittcins and state industries which can he houeht
ing and gave himself up, allowing the trian mnhili'atlnn
whicll. Jiceoninji - similar to many others.
It was on to unionize
without
New
to
York
stock
the
exchange. greetings.
jobs
ing
miners to bring 5Iiss Liner's body to ipf, hv hoa
and sold on the NVw York stock exof mnnev a
ov.,onHit,.vo
job and happened during allowing the contractors to know of
Washington, D. ('., Dec. 12. For
1he surface.
change?" asked Mr. Untermeyer.
in that country has resulted in the a strike which still continues.
As it.
mer Governor Merrick oi oinn, now
n;
N V
"Yes."
commerce
of
antP
disturbance
before
was
X
the "Wasn't it a fact that you expected ambassador to Franc, testificel before
there
N X
this defendant
APACHE
a consolidated exchange
INDIANS
mem"If
WILL
is
i'"considerable
dustry,
the jury should know that
BUSINESS?
causing
explosion,
un
ber owns stock or bonds then he can
explosion and you arrang- the Glass house
COME TO NEW MEXICO.
'
whether he was interested to know-con- ed to bridge ar alibi?"
Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 12. A. 'easiness here.
not sell them in any market?"
prove
bunking and currency today in I'rvor
Washington, D. C, Dec. 12.
Austria's tactics on the peace
J. Rennie, a druggist of Montthe cause,"
of
"It is not so," replied Brown.
of the establishment of a system
Plans have been made for the
'Only by trading under cover," ansference
and
of
the
no
investi
he
made
f',e
answered
meeting
Barry
gomery, Alabama, gave further
heard rural credits for the aid of the Tannlater
weeks
wered .Mr. Hein. The opinion of the
live
"About
you
final
of
the
famous
disposition
London
are
ambassadors
in
European
gation.
testimony when the trial of John
New York state supreme court
Los Angeles Times building ex- ers, .ilong the lines of the .wtriii in
upband of Apache Indians
not understood, although assurances
Bert Brown, Kansas City, 5Io., for of the
H. Patterson and 29 officers and
didn't you?"
holding the- - stock exchange rules in
continental Rurope.
held as military prisoners at Fort
Aus-triplosion
have been received in Paris that
mer business agent of a local union,
former officers of the National
the suit brought by .Mr. Hein was put
Powman-.McLea"Yes."
election contest
Sill. Acting Commissioner cf
is bent upon peace, if what is was the seventeenth of the 41
de-Cash Register company, accused :
in the record.
of other explosions resumed on the floor.
"And
knowing
Affairs
called
honorable
them
is
Abbott,
is
to
He
peace
according
possible.
fendants
charged
testify.
by the government of violating
"Under the present circumstances."
McNa- the right to choose whether to rewith having met in Kansas City .las. you assisted in raising the
t
the Sherman
law was
testified
.Miguel de Aguero, president
LAW
fund?"
mara
CALIFORNIA
TRUST
defense
WOULD-Bmain at Fort Sill or to go to their
BOY
B. McNaniara, the Los Angeles Times:
resumed in the United States
cf the Consolidated Stock Exchange.
IS NOT EFFECTIVE.
"Yes."
ASSASSIN ARRESTED. dynamiter, and plotted the destruction
old home and fighting grounds in
district court here today. 5Ir.
business on our exchange is badly
.Michael J. Ilannon, Scranton, Pa.,
Sacramento, Calif., De'c. 12. Attorthe .Mescalero section of New
cf a bridge across the Missouri river
Rennie had testified that agents
To transfer properly,
hampered.
New Yorlc, Dec. 12. Herman Stein- later partly blown up by Ortie
Mc-- i a
former Iron Workers' business ney General Webb in his biennial re51exico.
Kighty-siof them
stock sold on our exchange these corof the National company had ofin
own
next
testified
behalf.
a
17
declares
the
his
old
made
is
public- today
berg,
agent,
year
boy, who
port
elected to stay at Fort Sill and
alleged .Manigal.
fered to give him a National maporations demand the certificate
of
to have declared that he was going
t
law- - of
Confronted by his letters to 51c-- j
California is inA former witness who said he met
the remainder of the 20u will lie
stock to be accompanied by a notarial
chine if he would throw a ma.
over to New Jersey and shoot Presi- - Brown in a barber shop and later was Namara, Harmon was permitted to an-- adequate, involved and of doubtful
on
located
in
homes
permanent
certificate proving the identity of the
chine of different manufacture
dent-elec- t
Wilson, was arrested here introduced to .McXamara. had testi- - swer whether he was "sorry" he wrote legality. He asserts that the word
New 51exico as soon as a needed
holder.
We contend that the conwhich he had purchased, into the
this afternoon and held without ball jfied Brown and McNnmara tried to
them.
to
"reasonably" in the amendments
$75,000 appropriation for th ; excerns are unfair toward their own
.
junk pile.
T
loaded revolver was found in his'duce him to ' become
a dynamiter,
was sorry I wrote them and the act has virtually killed its effect
"Yes,
pense is obtained from Congress.
SSI pocket.
1 am
and recommends numerous changes.
promising big rewards.
sorry now," he replied.
(Continued on page eight).
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The Little Store g

I

mir
filI

"CASCARET"

l-

i

UNDERWOOD AFRAID

H

i

SURE!

SESSION

No Headache, Sour Stomach,
Biliousness or Consti-

HONEST QUALITY,
HONEST MEASURE
and HONEST PRICES,

pation by Morning.

HE FEARS

Turn the rascals out the headache,
iriii
Hm li H,,,l,ii ..tea tho inl i
tilt)
Consequently we are not considering any Fake Piano Consour stomach ami foul gases
sick,
tract to boost our trade. You get your money's
turn them out tonight and keep them
worth when you trade with
mi out. with Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset
stomach.
Don't put in another day of distress.
A Let Casearet's
cleanse and regulate
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
remove the sour, undistomach;
your
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
gested and fermenting food and that
misery-makingas; take the excess
bile from your liver and carry out of
the system all the constipated waste
matter and poison in the intestines and
bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret
will surely
tonight
straighten you out by morning. They
box
work while yon sleep. A
from any drug store means a clear
end, sweet stomach and clean, healthy
liver and bowel action for months.
Children love to take Cascarets because they taste good never gripe or
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
sicken.
All kinds of flowers,
ALFALFA SEED.
f arden & field seeds in bulk and packages

CONCENTRATE

8!

THE NEW TARIFF

GERY GO.
GROG

C, Dec. 12. Instead
session of the
Sixty-thircongress meet the middle
of next April, as proposed by I'resi-dent-elec- t
Wilson, there is a desire
on the part of democrats at the capi-tal to have the session called for the
middle of March on the theory that
the tasks of revising the tariff in accordance with the democratic prinwould
ciple of a
be completed just that much sooner,
One of the leading advocates of the
change of the date tentatively sugis Repgested by the president-elec- t
resentative I'nderwood, of Alabama,
who, in his capacity as chairman of
the ways and means commit tee, will
a large share of the burden of re- vision.
Whether there is an ulterior rea- son for this sudden agitation in favor
an earlier extra session than the
sunerticial one staled, is yet to be
Washington,

45

LEO HERSCH

1

CROSS SEAL
ORIGINATED

dis-jP'a-

"How did the Red Cross Christmas
Seal originale?" is a question that is
being asked by many during this holiday season when millions of these
stickers are being sold all over the
United States. To Jacob Riis, the
well known social worker of New
York, and to .Miss Kmily P. Bissell,
the energetic secretary of the Delaware Red Cross, jointly belong the
honor of originating
our American
Red Cross Christmas Seal.
In 1 0

45

Wood

oal

SAWED WOOD

D

!

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Fancy Lump

"BUY IT

OF

Fancy Egg

I111B1I

:

CRICHTON.'

Phone One Double

O

J.

PHONE 85 MAIN.

0

oal msfgtit Weed

v.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

Santa Fe Citizens Gladly Testify and'
Confidently Recommend Doan's

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

J

J

Mr. Riis' interest was aroused by the
I!
ieceipt of a Christinas tuberculosis
stamp on a letter from Aorway. lie
published an article about this queer- looking stamp in the Outlook, and
suggested some possible uses for it in
this country. .Miss Bissell at once saw
an opportunity here and prepared a
stamp, from the sale of which her so-oiety realized $:'ihjo for tuberculosis
work. So impressed was she with this
!

mODrS STAGE

closed.

ultra progressive
Certain
democrats have intimated that Rep-- ;
resentative Underwood's desires for
a session in .March instead' of April
may be inspired by a fear lest a move-- !
as the
ment to prevent his
head of the ways and means commit-- ;
tee may be begun this winter, and if
not frustrated may develop formidable
strength by April 15.
Long before then Colonel William J.
Hryan will be a member of the presi-- ;
dent's cabinet, provided, of course, he
accepts the proffer of the secretary- ship of state, which According to gen- eral understanding, j.r. Wilson will

It is testimony like the following
that has placed Doan's Kidney Pills soj
far above competitors. When people
right here at home raise their voice
in praise there is no room left for,
doubt. Head the public slatenient of
a Santa Fe citizen:
Alberto (Jarcia, Galisteo St., Santa
Fe, X, M., says: "I deem it a pleasure
to confirm the public statement I gave
in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills about
seven years ago. I found them to be,
an excellent remedy and I have never:
hesiinted to vouch for their merit
when au opportunity has been present-- !
ed. For two years I was ir bad shape!
from backache and kidney' trouble and
when Drnii's Kidney Pills were
brought n my notice, I resolved to
try them. I procured a box and they
not only :rove away baehache, but
regulated the passages of the kidney
secretions ;ind toned up my entire;
system,
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50
Co.,
Buffalo,
cents, Fofipr-MIlburNew York, sole agents for the Vnited
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

Money andFuel Save

Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and

four

Make
Selection
while our stock is comWe
plete in a sizes.
will take pleasure in

to

Demonstrating

you
be had
in Purchasing a Coles.

the advantagssto

BUY A COLES HEATER

YOU'LL BE GLAD

AND

FOR HARD COAL

Miea doors are extra lmve lined in recessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy

the "Radiant".

WOOD DAVIS
Phone

FOR SOFT COAL
Coles originul down dnift. This U the
stove for the home, the office tii.d all
public places. It requires little or no
Httention and is known to be the most
nci , ii;it i,ic mill cuuuuijjivui ui uu niui

HARDWARE COMPANY.

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

Phone

14.

dis-bea-

REMIJIO

Repivrntalive from the

Rooms With Bath,

TIE

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

ALBANY HOTEL

i

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,.

LOPEZ,
7th district.

Roy Spanish American.

WIRE DREAKS, YET LIGHT BURNS!
Chetuygan, Mich., Dec. 12, During1
the rec nt storm in northern Michigan
the wire which conveys the electric'
current from the Peliston station to
Mackinaw City tor lighting purposes;
was severed, yet the latter city con-- ;
make to him.
It is a matter of common knowledge t'nued to receive the juice and was as,
This!
that Colonel Bryan is antagonistic in brilliauly lighted as ever.
many ways to Representative Vnder-- i seemin;; phenomenon was due to an
wood, lie made an attack upon him at unusual circ.timstance. According to;
the beginning of the present congress rciimrts. when the wire lirnlt( pach
on the ground that the ways and end became embedded in the ground
means committee, under Mr. t'mler-- ; 4(i feet apart on a line. A ground
was thus formed and the
wood's guidance, was not revising the circuit
tariff in the best interests of the peo- current continued its progress to
MacKinaw city, leaving the
wire
ple. Underwood replied in a vitriolic into Hie
and
its
way
ground
finding
on
the
floor
of
the house, to the ether wire.
speech
which was cordially approved by a
large majority of his democratic colHORSE TURNS SOMERSAULT.
leagues.
Charlotte, Mich., Dec. 12. Frank
Ever since then the best of feeling
of Potterville, is the ownhas not existed between the two men. Twitchell,
er of an
While
horse.
and it lias been assumed that if Bryan Frank was acrobatic
street
the
driving
along
cabiof
became a member
the Wilson
the other day the front axle of his
net he would do his utmost
to diwagon broke. As Frank took a header
minish the influence of the house Moor to the
ground the horse streaked it
1he
at
leader
White House.
dewn the street. After running a block;
And now comes the criticism from or two the horse
suddenly flew into
certain
democrats the air, turned a complete somerUnderwood sault and landed upon Its hind feet
because Representative
accepted an invitation to dine with unhuri.
Thomas F. Ryan, in New York last'
Wednesday, with a number of men
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Quaker Oats

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Farina

ll IX

j

Pettijohns
Wheat Hearts

j

East

Quaker
Corn Meal,
Grains of Gold,

1

!
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j
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LIGHT

I

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home--anwhy all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

IN

d

POWER
IS QUITE

NOTHING as to touch

a-

SO

the button and

is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
for
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n;ght" Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

1

West

EUGENE FOX,

iih

imhiIiiiiiimii

.

:

NEW MEXICO

Ranked as ''Distinguished
Located

4

J.F. RHOADS

!

S.

In

the beautiful Pecos

Valley, 8,700 feet above sealevel.
sunshine every day. Oaen air
work throughout llu; entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standardEa stTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

Tnxt-ncVii-

g

U

War Department.

j

CANDIES

the Southwest.

Institution " by the

;

mu-"rii- s

INSTITUTE

'The West Point of

iut-rt.- li

five-yea-

MILITARY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

j

03143-1250-

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

Holds Fire for 36 Hours

cussing all the matters pertaining to
At
the creation of a new county.
such minting attention will be given
to every citizen, in regard to expres-o- f
siS himself and suggestiyr the btpt
for the proposed organization.
As the time for the convening of the,
legislature is approaching and being
n matter of importance to every citi-zen in tli's community and its tribu-- !
taries, I invite everybody, irrespective
of party lines to be present at said
meeting on said day.
Respectfully,

-

Best (
Route

A

ftti

--

'

The

Absolutely

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

FOR A NEW COUNTY.
Notice is hereby given that, there
will be a mass meeting in the town of
Roy, X. M., on the 14th day of De-- i
oember, V.U2, at 2 p. m.. at the Odd
r
Fellows' Hall for the purpose of

1

air

The Original and Only

n

success that she induced the American
Red Cross to take up the sale in yos
on a national basis. With very little
From
in financial affairs in that
La Salle Restaurant
and with hardly any at-- , conspicuous
In the ciiy all men are
BARRANCA TO TAOS organization
at careful advertising, the sale i ity. It is thought that this criticism
born Optimists, to judge
tempt
to
an
is
of
pre-the
forerunner
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
attempt,
Meets Both North South that year brought in, nevertheless,
from their readiness to
Mr.
of
vent the
Underwood take another
lover $ :J 5,0( H) for
wife, the
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
as chairman of the ways and means
moment the heartache
of work in various parts of the United
on
arrival
the
Leaves
Barranca
Two Doorg Below F. Andrew Start
committee.
from the one before has
the north bound train and arrives at States. In jaofi, with more thorough
Regular Meals 25 cents.
worn off.
Anyway, friends of Mr. Underwood
was
increased
the
sale
organization,
m.
7
at
Tao
p.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 60c.
"The City" h
in lull) to nearly so construe it, and for this reason it
to
and
$230,000,
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hours.
J.
i
$H1 0,000. Last year the sale increased was suggested by his Bryanite oppon-and
hacks
Good
coveredgood
way.
chairmeans
and
ents
the
that
ways
over
BY
THE
WEEK
to
or 33,000,000 sales,
BOARD
$5.00
teais. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami While $330,000
be advocating that the extra
our own Red Cross Seal dates man may
French Noodla Order 10c a disa,
furnished commercial men to take In
be held a month earlier than
session
Mow York Chop Suy 5ta the surrounding town. Wire B'.nbude back only
four
years, "charity was
5
proposed by the president-elect- ,
stamps," from which this idea origi-- Very
itatlon,
there will be developments
likely
when
to
back
1SG2,
nally sprung, go
in this situation this week.
"sanitary fair stamps" were first
Speaking of the extra session, Rep-used in Boston to secure money for
resentative Underwood said:
care
soldiers
wounded
the
of
during
1 a
"I believe firmly, with a number of
he Civil war. Nearly $1,000,000 was
democratic colleagues, that it
my
raised in this way during the years
Wil- 1SG2 to 1S(5.
After the war this would be advisable for President
son to call the extraordinary session
disconof
method
raising money was
as
March 4 as possible.
tinued in this country for a genera- I quickly after
PDOM CANT A PP To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
have no hesitation in suggesting the
Porin
found
it
vogue
tion, although
rlVUlH JiXlS
all points in New Mexico, Aridate to be March !.
Austria, France,
tugal, Switzerland,
"In my daily mail are many letters,
MEXICO
NEW
Pacific
to
Mexico
the
and
Coast,
viaj
zona,
Russia,
Spain, Denmark. Norway,
manufactur-- j
from textile
Sweden and other European countries. principally
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
I give them the
that
ers,
requesting
now
are
hundreds
different
of
There
best information at my command as
types of charity stamps used in all j to the new schedules for their goods,
as
of
as
the
world,
many
forty
parts
Of course I can give them no infor-- ,
being used in Austria for children's mation. They write that
they are!
hospitals alone.
down in business, and hesi-slowing
Stamps or seals were first used to tate to go ahead because of the un-get. money for the
certainty of the schedules to be
crusade in Norway and Sweden In adopted in the tariff bill affecting their
11)04.
It was from one of these stamps
goods.
that .lacob Riis and Miss Bissell re-"The new tariff bill must first be
ceived their ideas for our own Red prepared by the ways and means comCross Christmas Seal.,
mittee, it must then go to the house
for amendments, and subsequently to
IF YOU
From 15 to 37 degrees was tlie the senate, where it may be amended
YOUR
LIKED
while
ranse in temperature yesterday
and sent back to the i,0Use, and so on
For Rates and Full Information Address
aa '" and so forth until it eventually
me average reuune miinmu)
T.
rrrccr.t. Yrstorn-n- v. a Hear day lt.Klles lhe pi.csidcat for his sis!:a. g fiaflKSglYlflg
UTKCy
P. AGENT,
Q F
'
i ii :i a
nr
eii in sui
rQ
EL PA30, TEXAS.
LET US
or 5 degrees below the average,
..lt we convPiie the extraordinary
session on March 15, I could almost
YOUR
HAVE
'
guarantee to the business of the cottn- ORDER
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Eeware of Ointments for Catarrh 'try under certain circumstances that
HAVE YOU THE PROPER
That Contain Mercury.
the house bill would be in the hands
CHRISTMAS
as mercury will .surely destroy the 0f the senate by April 15. Of course,'
Department of the Interior, U. s Step Ladders,
sense of smell and completely de-i- f
Land Office at Santa Fe, Xew Mexico,
new tariff bill is to be adopted;
t,e
November u, 1912.
range the whole system when enter- - schedule by schedule greater celerity!
Ironing Tables,
mi; it through the mucous surtaces. perhaps could be attained, and yet
Notice is hereby given that Henry
Such articles should never be used there is a difference of opinion on thut
Kitchen Cabinets,
L Cooper, of Stanley, New Mexico,
except on prescriptions from repu- matter.
vho, on December 9, 1907, made homeCounters, Shelving table physicians, as the damage they "The house could adopt a number of '
stead entry No.
for SE
will do is Un fold to the good you
10V RnnrP S
fftmn 9
and they could go over to
not. see me, and see how little 'an possibly derive from them. Hall's schedules,
E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
senate. 1 feel that with somethe
r
of intention to make
Proof, it will cost to have things right, Catarrh Cure, , manufactured by F. J. thing like unanimous action and
Co.-Toledo. Ohio, contains
to establish claim to tlie land above Repairing of all kinds neatly and flu in y
no mercury, and is taken internally, unanimity of purpose the new tariff
described, before Harry C. Kinsell. U. promptly attended to.
bill couid be adopted and signed by
ailing directly upon the blood and
New:
S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
Filiriff nf Sawc Our Wri.thv
the
president certainly not later than:
buy-i::of
surfaces
the system. In
Mexico, on the Pith day of December,
Mall's Catarrh Cure bo sure you July next. The main feature of the
THE MODERN GROCERYCO.
1012.
l the genuine.
It is taken intemal-- 1 new bill, without the slightest doubt,:
:t
Claimant names as witnesses:
and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. will be almost similar If not identical
SANTA FE. N. M I.
O. C. Heyer, Julia
Albert Telephone 157 W,
Downs.
with the bill which we passed last ses- Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
Hrown, B. F. Cooper, all of Heyer,
semi uy druggists,
price vie per sion, and which the president vetoed."
New Mexico.
A
want. Ad. in the New Mexican bottle.
3
sees more people In one day than you
MANUEL P.. OTERO.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti.
If you use embossed stationery, you
'pation.
the new state.
Register. can see in a month. Try one.
ivnuuinxunjvuxJxrijmrumrLru
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"

j

CAPITAL COAL YARD
v

I J.

1

HOW THE RED

Phone Black

EARLY

of having the extra

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

Phone Black

THE

Bill

TO BE OFFERED

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

AND FAVORS

MARCH SESSION.

Hi

INTER

OPPOSITION TO HIM WILL

12, 1912.

HERE AT HOME.

Kidney Pills.

OF LATE EXTRA

HAS BUILT UP A REPUTATION FOR

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

Regents

Li

:

E. A. CAHOOX. President.
J. E. RHEA,
.1. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. FJXLAY.
o For particulars and illustrated

address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLS0N, Supf.

cuta-,ogu-
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THURSDAY,
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12, 1912.

those who came first, came with the
of staying ami they are LAS VEGAS AWAKE
intention
COUNTY
we coulidonily believe
and
staying
0W '1 1 .TTTT
n
1', ' .
that those who have tin; necessary
OVER HOTEL
'stick-!o-i- t
V.- - . C
and the energy
qualities
i -t
RESOLVES
a
S
essential lo success anywhere else,
wKfV
ft ..
will reap bountifully in the end, that
DO
THE
WANT
THE
NOT
MONTECITIZENS
the development of our resources.
THE CITIZENS
OF THE BIG AND PROSZUMA PROPERTY DISMANTLED, BOOSTespecially that of irrigating by pumping, has hardly begun, but promises a
PEROUS
COUNTY
PROTEST AGAINST
ERS MEET.
rich field for intelligently
puhlh-atioof
the
UNJUST REPRESENTATIONS.
that
and
energy,
libelous articles like the one referred
The Las Vegas Optic has the fol-- .
to, or anything of a similar character
THE 1'ERPLEXING
The people
of Torrance county, which tends to retard, but which can lowing expressive of the feeling of the
of
Meadow
the
(itizens
City
regarding
through the Development association, not
development, can not b"
made an earnest protest against the too prevent, condemned, lie it further the dismantling of the Montezuma
strongly
hotel:
unjust article recently appearing in
Resolved. That a copy of these resoThat Las Vegas should take sonc
The Drovers' 'telegram.
lutions be sent to the Drovers' TeleIs Settled Very Easily
tion to prevent tiie proposed disAt a meeting held in Estancia they
a'
its
for
publicagram with a request
adopted the following ringing resolu- tion, with the same prominence given mantling by tiie Santa Fe railway of
Z
the Montezuma hotel at the 11101
tions
lie purported interview, and that each
11:1
'the
the
was
Gallinas
canyon
Whereas, There appeared in the paper In Torrance county and the Al-- ;
Drovers' Telegram of Kansas City. buqiierquc and Santa Fe papers be imous decision of tiie Boosters' meet-Mo., under date of November 22, lull', seal copies with a request to publish ing. held last night in the cummer
(. i;:l club
quarters. At tile suggestion
an article purporting to be an interv- th' same.
of Isaac Havis the committee which
,
iew- with one (I. W. Sharon, of
DEVELOP-C'Ol'NTY
TORRAXCE
recently was appointed lo confer w ith
X, M., and
V i:T ASSOCIATION.
Hie maiiageiiieni of ihe Banda MexiThe.
in
statements
made
Whereas,
HARRY .1. FINCKE.
and Dr. W. II. Riley of the Uncan:!
Something She Will Enjoy Having and Wearing,
said purported interview are misleadtitle Creek sanatorium relative to the
President.
ing and tend to give the reader the
Something That Never Goes Amiss, why
A it. 'st;
R. L. II ITT.
I'lary.
occupation of the hotel property by
impression that the farmers of Toror
of
one
the other
those enterprises,
rance county and the Estancia valley
was empowered lo proceed at once to
had made a dismal failure in their
secure from the Santa Fe Railway
efforts at agricultural pursuits and
a leas.; to the hostelry, hot
company
had abandoned the country on that acand
springs
adjacent grounds.
count, such impression being far from
It is proposed to form a stock comthe truth and its publicity being to
at tjt.Ml.iiiiii,
with a
the detriment of the earnest, deterI'his is a big feast in S.tiilit Fe, and pany, capitalized
.
in capital of from iflit.Diiii to
mined men who have come lu re to
fact throughout New Mexico and paid
This company will take over
'build homes, and who are building Old .Mexico the feast of Our Lady of
the properly. The corporation at first
home's for themselves anil families, Guadalupe.
At the church of that
Something that He Will Enjoy Wearing and that Will
to
the
making it harder for them to live and name in this city special ceremonies would not undertake
Be a Source of the Greatest Comfort to Him, why then
it
hotel.
would put
However,
the
educate their children while dovolop-- ! were held this morning, with His
in good condition, repair Ihe
springs
resources
the
natural
.1.
B.
ing
unequaled
Glare, the Most Rev. Archbishop
by which they aiv surrounded, there-- i I'itnval attending them, seated on his bath houses, huil.l a swimming pool
HIM
and make the old stone hotel and adfore be it
throne in tiie sanctuary. The solemn
Resolved, By the Torrance County high mass was celebrated by the Very jacent cottages ready for occupancy.
A competent man would be
engaged
K. v. Mean C.ilbcrton. of I. us Vegas:
Development assoi ial ion a
mercial organization, the purpose of the Rev. Carlos llobst was deacon and to manage th. se accommodations and
Ihe Santa Fe railway would he ask-ewhich is to aid in the development of Father Ktzl'eld, of St. Michael's colto
a regular train soiled
the resources referred to above in lege, was
Father I'aiilhaii. ule to maintain
and from the Hot Springs.
of
we
session
that
and
of
the
Father
Alverne,
adjourned
Pecos,
assembled,
II
is believed this would result, in
declare the statements made in the San 11:111 were in the sanctuary. The
said purported interview libelous in so; num. w hich was a beautiful expose 'ihe bringing of many tourists to Las'
Don't fail to see our
character and for the most part un 01 the devotion to the Blessed Virgin, Vegas. The commercial club would
true in fact; that while it is true this was preached by Father llarrat of the undertake to advertise the merits of
Line of Hosiery.
Beautiful
is a splendid stock raising country, a
atheilral - a young priest who has the springs and the mud baths all over
is
more ac
There
hot
zone
of the southwest, and
fact well known and proven by the made many friends here by his short the
thus attract many tourists here. From
appreci-- a
success of stock raisers for the past, and lucid sermons at. the cathedral.
ccptable
highly
.New
and
Kansas
southern
Texas,
ted
The choir furnished special music
forty years; it is not true thai efforts
hosiery for Xmas
alone enough isitors can lie
at farming are altogether failures or and the main altar over which is sus- We have
presents.
v
that the farmers have all left, the I. ended the beautiful picture of Our; drawn during the summer mouths. It
in
all
i
and prices for
I lot
make
to
of
the;
believed,
on
that account. There have, Lady of Guadalupe was covered with
country
resort.
a
lively
Springs
been individual failures here, it is w ax tapers and llowers.
At the same time
the company,
true, so have there been in Kansas, in
I. as: n;g;if the devout rarnolics of
Oklahoma, in .Missouri, in Ohio and all the city built, the customary bonfires, w hi; h would be representative of the
other parts of the country, hut it is signifying the eve of the feast which citizens, would be in the possession
a lease and would be able to turn
a fact that Spanish speaking people, was
inaugurated centuries ago in the of
Shoes
descendants of the conquisquedores. City of Mexico following a reported it over to any responsible person or
Classy
have lived in what is now Torrance apparition of the Blessed Virgin to a corporation who should desire to
OF
( pen thi' resort on a more pretentious
county since IMC and that they have! poor Indian sheepherd. r.
conSuch
would
farmed
their
lands
and
stale.
too,
never! Tonight, at :s o'clock, Guadalupe
Different
action,
always
Quality
made a failure, and neither their' hall, near the Church of Guadalupe, vince the Santa Fe railway that Las
-equipment nor methods are modern, a; will be th. scene of a Spanish play Vegas is sincere in its desire to prestatement which is hardly true of any; with several musical features. Tick serve the Montezuma from destruction
other portion of the great southwest.' ets have hern issued and a large at and have the handsome hostelry reBe it further
opened. The committee in charge of
tendance is assured.
ihe negotiations is composed of 11
Resolved, That we recognize in the'
business men. Jefferson
prominent,
raising of live stock a very necessary! MAY CUT RATES
and desirable industry and we pledge
OF PARCELS POST. "aynolds is chairman and F. (). IHood
Citizens
will
ourselves to the encouragement of
Repre-- ' is his first lieutenant.
Washington, I). ('., Dec.
this Industry in every possible way. sentative Lew is of Maryland, who led be asked to take stock in the com-thbut we believe it should go hand in
fight in the house for the passage pa y, not as an investment for profit,
hand with the cultivation of the soil of the parcels post bill, has started but as an investment fpr the good of
and we do not believe that the one in- a movement for lower parcel postjl.as Vegas, which ventually will bring
The
dustry should conllict with the other, lates. The rates named in the Par-- : prosperity for the community.
e
eels Post law, which becomes opera-- subscription list w ill be placed in
:.nri we further declare that the
of
fare for
be
January 1, were fixed by the dilution soon and it is thought the
made in the said purported interview do not represent, the senti-- i senate conferees over the protest of stock can be disposed of easily.
ments of other men engaged in the Mr. Lewis.
Mr. Lewis's purpose is to reduce the
live stock industry in Torrance eoun-- !
local and firsl and second zones MESILLA UrtLLEV
rates,
ty, but that the sentiments expressminimum rate for these zones
ed and implied are individual and The
(S COMING RIGHT
will average about live cents per 150
that the wish was father to the
Mr. Lewis cites postollice sta
miles.
TO THE FRONT
thought. Be it further
tistics to show that the cost per
true
it
is
while
Resolved,
pound in handling mailable matter is
Ii. II. Simms. of the l". S. land office,
many of our earlier settlers have one cent per 21111 miles.
Las Cruces, and .lose Lucero, also of
perfected their entries and have gone
Las Cruces land office, are visitors
elsewhere, this is incidental to the deWork for the New Mexican. It Is the
Ke today.
Mr. Simms is
in
2324-2- 5
Santa
velopment of all new countries and it working for yon, for Santa Fe and
busily engaged in boosting the Mesilla
is equally true that a great many of: the new state.
valley and his section of the state,
"1 thoroughly agree with the move-- I
ment started by the Santa Fe Chain-- '
her of Commerce for a state w ide ptib-- l
LIMIT:
3, 1913.
licity campaign to let the people of
New Mexico know what there is in
this big state and to let outside inETC.
vestors and settlers know more about

TORRANCE
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A
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just to let

Holiday

Flyer!

dir.-clt-

of his sales on

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY!
Elegant Suitings Made
Up in a Classy Style,

M E 3F IS

i

11

If You're Looking for Something

If It

am boiKid to get you
if you have not been
wearing my suits, as
there is no way out of
it. You MUST see the
advantage of getting one of my stylish madesuits over
the cheap ready-mad- e
kind the kind that
are expensive at any
price.

FOR HER

Vor-iaity-

JUST GIVE HER SLIPPERS

If You're Looking for Something

FOR

-

$2n,-iiim-

JUST GIVE

Step in now and make iour selection.
Have a New Suit for the Holidays.

CAPITAL

TAILOR,

.1

I

.

$M Xmas Hosiery!
most

3U3JESI2EK

!

Mr. Sullivan.

City.
CORONADO.

HOTEL ARRIUALS.

Manuel Sanchez, Hurley.
.lose Olguiti, ,jis Vegas.
EUROPEAN.
M. O'Neill. Cerrillos.
.1. E. Bunnell, 'Cerrillos.
F T. Frawley, Pueblo, Colo.
Ed. Smith, Moriarly.
T. Wiedener, Moriarly.
Thomas E. Neel, City.
If. C. Jacobo, Denver.

PALACE.
Paso.

L. Perea, Albuquerque.
Will K. Hill, Kansas City.
K. Larson, Denver.
C. S. Losey, Las Vegas.
.Mrs. Karl V. Greene, City.
1). F. Eiroderson, St. Louis.
V. H. Long, El Paso.
J. P. VanHouten. Shoemaker.
.1.

SLIPPERS

non-com-

East Side of Plaza.

V. A. Cameron, KI
H. S. I.utz. City.

Christmas Problem

:

Fit Guaranteed

THE

UiUll

p.fi;Aft0M

vol' know

the capital tailor is
read to meet you
more than half way,
he will pit another

What

"

'

them

kinds

Men, Women and Children!

D

"

TERROR.
Charles R. Sturges, George Evans
The haunting fear of sickness and
Minstrels.
helplessness is the. secret terror of
MONTEZUMA.
the working man. Health is his capi-tal. Kidney diseases sap a man's
Thomas R. Stewart, City.
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
strength and vitality. They lessen his
earning capacity. Foley Kidney Pills
Edward M. Sclinur, Albuquerque.
.T.
bring back health and strength hv
E. Brown, Las Vegas.
healing the disease. They are thw
Edward I). Tittman, Hillsboro.
best medicine made for kidney and
R. H. Sims, Las Cruces.
bladder troubles. The genuine are in
.1. R. Lucero,
Las Cruces.
the yellow packages. Refuse any sub
JL Redman, Ft. Worth,, Texas.
Btitute.
For sale by all druggists.
H. H. Brook. Huckman.
.1. W.
Hopper, Alamosa.
TABBY DISCIPLE OF IKE WALTON.
George K. Prine, Kansas City.
J. V. Dookwaller, Denver.
G. R. Schenck, Philadelphia.
Peloskey, Mich., Dec. 12. Wonderi1). L. Williams, (ilorieta.
ng how their pet cat, an Angora,
F. S. Wolfe, Denver.
toskey family finally discovered that
F. Al. Johns, Chicago.
Tabby had turned fisherman and was
M. S. Gregory, City.
making a living in that manner. The
C. J. Longuerin, Los Angeles.
feline persistently refused proffered
J. H. Stahl, Denver.
food, and the matter was a mystery
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Clark, Albuquer- until one day she entered the house
with a tish in her mouth. Later she
que.
F. W. Fenton, Omaha.
came 'in dripping wet, indicating
,T.
T. McDonald, Omaha.
she had fallen or ived in the water
T. .f. Sawyer, Buckman.
while engaged in the new pastime,
And the peculiar part of the affair is
C. R. Brice, Carlsbad.
Carrol Helmick, El Paso.
that pussy always catches lish of
Ithe required length.
Ii. Beck, Farmington.
SECRET

THE

nothing
or
than

,

11

cir-tiv-

s

'J

holiday fares

L

'

state-iment-

FLM'S

Rate

one

the round trip will

protected between all stations on the
RIO GRANDE account Christmas and New Year Holidays

SELLING DATES:
December

also January

RETURN

and

31

1, 1913.

January

FOR TICKETS, RESERVATIONS,

us.

'

"The Mesilla valley can not lielpj
but profit by such an undertaking, be-cause we have the goods the lands1
and water that can produce. We want
more development. As to the railroad

Call on or write your local ticket agent or W. U. 5hea, Trav
eling Passenger Agent. Santa Fe, N. M,

situation, we are entirely independent
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
It wiM not pay you to waste your
because we have a good road into KI
Paso and we can market our stuff out time writing out your, legal form
l . S. Land Office at.
of there. Las Cruces is growing and when you can get them already printSanta Fe, New
Mt xico, November
there is an air of prosperity about ed at the Xcw Mexican Printing (
Notice is hereby given that Atilano
our part of the valley that speaks
Sanchez, of Stanley, ev Mexico, who
louder than words. Santa Ke is cer-- !
on. August 1.,. 1ili:, made homestead
tainly coming to the front.' The Old
NW
for SK
entry No. Oi;07::-T1M- ,
Palace and the Ancient City generally,
K
Section 24. and
SV
to my way of thinking, is the best.
NK
NW
Section 2a, Township
in the I'nlted
tourist proposition
M. p. Meridian,
j1l X., itange 10 IC,
States. All it needs is more advertisand
has filed notice of intention to make
wise
and
ing
boosting."
three-yea- r
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
INDIANS GOOD FARMERS.
Harry C. Kinsell, t'. C. C'oinmr.. at
Poplar, Mont., Dec. 12. Two disStanley, New .Mexico, on the tlth day
tinctive features marked the opening
of January, hi :;.
day of the first county fair ever held
Claimant names as witnesses:
One-thifor
the
Fare
One
and
of
varieties
by Indians. Seventy-twVentura ltaros, Paulin Cutierrez,
land products were exhibited, the
Round Trip
Victor Acuna. Luis R. Sanchez, all of
of vegetables,
greatest assortment
Stanley, N ,M.
TO ALL POINTS IN NEW MEXICO
by
grasses and grain ever shown
MANTEL. II. OTERO.
American Indians at one exposition.
Itirister.
Colo
$18.70
Denver,
"We are just leaving the camp
lire to take up the plow," Chief Spot-to16.50
.
.
Colorado Springs,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Tail very aptly ut it.
15.15
Their fair is being held to show
Pueblo, Colo.,
Department, of the Interior, V. S.
what progress they have made in
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. No17.15
Canyon City
for the
IS 12.
vember
farming in preparation
opening of the Fort Peck reservation
Notice is hereby given that Anacleto
25.
Dec.
of
24,
23,
Dates
Sale,
next year.
Contreras, of Santa Fe, X. M., who,
30 and 31; also Jan. I, 1913.
This reservation opening will put
on October 12. 1'JOti, made Homestead
LMIO.OOO acres of land in the market
S
NW.
No. OTSTf, for S.
Good for Return Passage until Jan. 3d
for white settlement.
XK.
Section 4, Township 18 X.,
Raiise 10 K., X. M. P. Meridian, has
The same rules will upplv for students
Dr. William Sadler, author of "The
filed notice of intention to make five
and teachers, exoept a minimum 'are of
Cause and Cure of Colds." says that
i 00 will lie collected ami ticketswitl lie on
year proof, to establish claim to the
common colds should be taken sersale on day sehooleloses and one day thereland above described, before Regiously, especially when they "hang after, on presentation of certificates issued
ister and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on."
Foley's Honey and Tar
hy sfhoois and sinned Py proper olneer.
on January 9, 1913.
is a reliable household medi1M1;I.
fl.
Limit of suoh ticket will be Jan.
as witnesses:
Claimant names
cine for coughs and colds, equally efRafael Montoya, of Santa Fe, X. M.;
for
for
fective
children and
grown
Marcelo Jiminez, of Santa Fe, N. M. ;
persons. Take it when you feel a For particulars call on anyAgt.
Macario Jiminez of Santa Fe, X. M.:
cold coming on.
It will avert danger
of the A., T. & S. F.R'y.
llomfacio Lucero, of Santa Fe, N. M.
of serious results and cure quickly.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
No harmful drugs. For sale by all
II.S.LUTZ.Agt., SantaFe.N.M.
Register.
druggists.

i:i.
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Sun-Ki- st

Canned Fruits

arp the creutn of fruits
orchards
d
prown in the
of California.
ist Canned Fruits are obtainable
nnlv from restricted districts where the various
varieties are grown to their best advantage.
Sun-Kisse-

C

11

TT3

Christmas

.

New Year

HOLIDAY

RATES

1

rd

d

...

The Kind You Want

But Seldom Get

where their packing has become a science.
are picked when ripe and packed in modem sanitary plants
tasted
Sun-Ki- st
Canned Fruits are the purest and most delicious canned fruits you have ever
they retain the full orchard flavor.
Sun-Ki- st
Canned Fruits are of a dependable quality and they're always good, first, last
.
and all the time.
This year's pack

Distributed by

soon be ready

for delivery.

H. B. CARTWRIGHT

Ask your grocer to supply you.

&

BRO., SantaFe.N.M.

2

Coin-poun-

TV

PAGE FOUR

HOW SPEAKERS HIT.
Tris Speaker would have owned a
batting average of .,"1)0 tliis season had
he been compelled only to lace the
Cleveland pitchers.
The player who,1
won the Chalmers American league
trophy made a hit every other time he
wtnt to the bat in the games with the
safeties out j
Naps, getting thirty-seve77
!ol' seventy-fou- r
to the plate.
Detroit hurlers were easy for Speak-- j
r, Tris running up an average of .41i
against them, derived from thirty-fou- r
hits in eighty-fou- r
times at bat. He
H. N. HEMSTEAD.
l it .:!!
against the St. Louis slabmen.
After 22 years' absoncn frott tlio
.''.i'2 against the Washington delivery
game, Harry X. Hempstead, of hullcieks, :J76 against the Athletic artilto
as
bnseball,
anapolis, has, returned
lerists, .:!;:;! against the X w York
head of the' front 'of the best playiii
tw triers, and .323- agaiitst the Chicago
cu rver:,
,.
hall club In the world the Giants.
Oddly enough it wasn't. Kd Walsh
Hempstead is the
who was the most puzzling of the
;
T. Brush, deceased. He Is
M'hite Sox slabmen to the Speedy Boy
dent of the XeW York National league
Speaker ran up an average of .S:i3
ligainst ( mniskey's men of, steel.
club. He may elect hltiisclf president,
1
Walter lohnson was no puzzle to
avgkavo win. rem Aim
or he may, as is hinted, hand this of-&OSS Or" THF CitfrtiVb
the play i voted by the Chalmers jury
fice to John J. JieOraw, that the in- - '
Ihe mosl valuable in the American
valuable "Muiigsy" will have a fre
i .alter making seven hits in
league,
hand to run the team always with
Fevenieeii limes at bat off the Idaho
on
financial
the
the Hempstead fingers
ulicnom
vn average of .417.
pulse, however.
Speaker vent hitless in only twenlyHempstead is I:!. Rver since John
three of t.'ie 1,"):! games in which he
PLA7EP BA Li- - AT
T. finish left Indianapolis to look
In rixty-foti- r
p.'ii ticipatc!
contests, lie
Art
isfiRS
zz
oLLe&c
after the Giants, Hempstead has manmade one l,;t, in forty-oncontets he;
made one iiit, in forty-oncontests
he
aged the "When" clothing store, up-- j
him
in
on which the Brush fortune was built. that the Brush heirs have faith
made three, and in four contests he
out
coax
the
percentage
regular
liiade four.
i'nvp nn :i Tirnmisinir
baseball career because of eye trouble. of tllp baseball fans with the Giants.
Speaker's biggest days with the bat,
the
When John T. Brush reahzed
were May 4, June !). June 17 and Au-- !
When 20, a student at Lafayette, he
llB t''ette(' lus
was
cust 23, he obtaining four safeties on
la"i
played third base for his class team
t
of the club. As he had
each of these days. The pitchers he
and was prouusing varsity material,
the
I lien facv :1 were
respectively, Cash ton
Then his eves failed and a baseball permitted McOraw to dominate the
ot
and Akerj, of Washington, .Mitchell of:
thrown to him looked like u football, l'wildinK up and manasement
!5i. Loub'. Valsli of Chicago, and Steen
,',;iln r"r ycars' " is P"l)iib1e 3hn
or a balloon.
li BA$ SAIL EXPER1EM" la&yaf HEMPSTEAD
told
and Bas!.otte of Cleveland.
Hempstead to continue the
wear
had
to
The young fellow
CH EFLV GAMED
the future,
which ended his diamond ca-- ic.v
THEY ALWAYS HELP ELDERLY
AVAGere of " vjHen
has already
At
Hempstead
rate,
any
business.
a
at
Now
42,
PEOPLE
capable
STORE
jeer.
that McOraw will remain
Foley Kidney Pills give Just the
man, he would not attempt to sell a announced
to become actively engaged in base- - ters. The youngest is l
...
u
at
u
m
anu
uie
p.u
junior
manager,
hat without wearing his glasses.
oiu i.
me experiences or .Mrs. Bryn Jfawr, the other, of course, be- - help eld rly people need to tone and
.v- B
I
It will be nhanrvcl that Vlonin. OU IO0K Hlier 111! ciuu uhlucm
.'strengthen their kidneys and bladder
and
Mrs.
Havenor
have
served
that (Britton
ing Jlrs. Hempstead. Airs. Brush was jand regelate their action. John Mc-- !
stead's baseball experience is limited. fairs, which is proof conclusive
as
warnings that woman's sphere is
realizes
Most of it has been gained running Hempstead is a wise guy and
formerly Miss Elsie Lombard, a fa- Masters. Streator, 111'., says: "I feel
not the national game,
T. was another.
John
that
mous beauty of the old Krohman stock i better and stronger than I have fori
it
decared
so
dividends,
"When"
the
Brush left two daughters -- half sis- - company.
Mrs. John T. Brush has no desire
many years, and Foley Kidney Pills
but he has been so successful in this
did it." For sale by all druggists.
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typewriter
throufrh the latest Remington
develooment
:
:

j

WILL

12, 1912.

The Climax of
h Ticiencv
1..
:Aj
rcuiaiinc

n

"MGRAW

DECEMEER
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Tabulator

Set Key

(

-

j

This single '.mj
Decimal tabulator
for every variety of
r.form and tabular
:

j

vice-presi--

work.

points on the paper and at
each point strike the set key
!that is all. Hand settings are
avoided; all complications are elim
inated. I he setting of the stops

'

vwu

0!
$0MyfW

j

Stops

billing,

You simply move the
.carriage to the desired

ot'-Jo-

son-in-la-

sets the

j

r rj

ifk

eJ

"r

ill

simple as the operation of the
Tabulator itself.
The Set Key completes the work
of bringing every act in the operation of the Tabulator within the
compass of the keyboard. It makes
the operation of the Billing and
Tabulating Remington as easy and
as simple as ordinary typewriting.

-

e

e

"

iokpt

".'ASS'

nd for our illustrated bookkt describing the niw
and exclusive features of the

'

Rem

ington
if

Typewriter
Visible Models 10 and

Remington Typewriter
Company
'
(Incorporated)
,

1645 Champa

t

'

Street, Denver, Colorado.

i
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RALPH WORKS SIGNS.
SEWENEY IS
WHERE ARE THOSE
IN BIG DEMAND
Cincinnati, Dec. o Ralph Works,
HEROES OF THE
'the big Providence recruit, who made
DAYS GONE BY
is 'a Kood impresion in the few games'
Dec. 12. A

Boston, Mass.,

NWiYoBK Letter

story

current here that Manager McGrawitat he pitched for Ihe. Reds last fall,
one of the first members of the loAVliat has become of the old giants of the New York Giants, is after Bill
e ior j:i.s. w oiks
of the diamond, the men whose prow- Swceney in a trade from the Boston," l''u
"i
ess with the bat, on the base lines, in Nationals and is willing to give twoi"ai' ln i"11 city yesterday on ins way

opera singer,- in Ardsley Park, Tarry-tewn, , was entered by tu'eves. When
they found that all'the silverware and
lighter valuables had been taken
and
The heels away they smashed

1

i

bric-a-bra- c

dell, a Xew York lawyer lost his own
life . when fire damaged his home,
The body of the man was found by
firemen on the second floor. His body
was stretched above the child in a
final attempt to keep the fire away
until help came.
The Roosevelt
court apartments
have been brought up to date by
changing the name to the Wilsonia.
W. V. Duncan, who as a hotel porter
tn' a hotel earned a dollar a day, died
recently and left an estate of jll.fiiiu
amassed from tips.

Xew York, Dec. 11. A rug .104 years, vainped with rounded toe.
.furniture.
old, with one thousand stitches to the tire varicolored.
sciuare inch, six feet two inches long.
Thirl" children were run over and!' Mack liuttrick H. Rotii, representafive feet two inches wide, which took killed m the streets of Xew York in tive of a paint manufacturing concern.
the pitcher's box or in the field made or three men in exchange, shifting from Michigan to Xew York. lie left twenty-eigh- t
men
and 'was killed Friday by a motor car near
Twenty-siyears to weave and val- - Xoveni!,;r.
,
them dear to the hearts of the fans of Larry Doyle to third or outfield and a blank contract with his signature at!,I(d .t $:;,-;- out) is pari of the
I'liion Square. Rolh had a consider
women also were killed. Twenty-on,ne office of President Hermann. He ih;o collection of the ancient loom ex-- were s;;uck by motor cars, twenty- - able sum of money in his pockets and'
the SO's and Oil's?
playing Sweeney at second.
You like to talk about them, to detail
On top of this story another lias lfcf( it to Garry to (ill in the salary hibits at the American Art Galleries one by wagons and fourteen by street! some of this, in silver coins, was scattheir mighty deeds and compare them just leaked out to the effect that Fred figures. Works looks good and has all h Madison Square. It is the only C;. is.
tred about the streets. Hundreds of
;
for the
Fran!; Tilford has bought his daugh-- ' men and boy scrambled
with he headliners of today but Clarke last season offered to trade Iie confidence in the world of making lebrew prayer rug in America.
lie lvas
This rug, notwithstanding its agister, .i s .lulia Tilford, society girl money. The chauffeur of the car was r- nine players to Kling for Sweeney. u,e if'guiai pncning start.
where are they?
l.iw
in .Michigan when he and
years of service in the synagogue land bus iness women, the largest poul-- : arrested.
What have they done since they left At that time the story was given to.- study ing an up
offer to go on the stage, at Cordova. Spain, still chows clearly; try farm in the world about
Albert T. Patrick, who was pardon-ththree
the limelight of baseball? What are gome of the baseball writers in con- received
WILLIAM FARAH
EMIL MIGNARDOT
fidence and was never published. Tlie(His first appearance will be in Xew
genius of the four .losephus miles from l,akewood, X. .1. It has a ed a few days ago by Governor Dix,
they doing now?
from where he goes South on brothers, who labored more than a
York,
offered
to
will
on
to
been
he
have
where
Denver
said
his
'is
way
capacity for batching 45,000 chickens
The Daily New Mexican has spent players
a circuit.
His sketch is called "Who's quarter of a century in perfecting to 'end accomodations for 25,000 hens.
isit his aged mother. Mrs. Patrick
months of time and a fat wad of were Infielders McCarthy. Vios and
anu
a
m
aeais
with
"O,
minor way
the minutest detail this wonder of thi
Mensor and Donlin
Announcement s made of the pur will follow him later.
money to lind out. The investigation Rehg. Outfielders
baeeball. While here Works met sev- - n,R makers art.
chase by Henry Goldman, banker, of
Representatives of Kuropean anti- led to all sorts of surprises, for the and Pitchers Camnitz and Robinson. e,'al of llls
time pals, including
Two slight depressions can ho seen a Rembrandt known as "St. irurlho
a catcher. President Gaffuey
societies have lodged a
is in every part besides
track of the
,
innmip-n.laciv Hellliv. wel
known
in the dark red prayer panel sustain- Iomew."
to formal protest iin Stockholm against
is
The
said
price
paid
are
many
of the world. Many
dead,
,,.
whom be .niteiie.i his firm
o" n, ing a large chalice in light green on have been $100. Ooo. The picture bears the awarding of the Xobel prize to
ii id unutiMuuu intii iaiiik. "ttnio with
others forgotten, except in memory of
to be captain next season with Medicine Hal some vears back. which ippear the nine temple lamps. the date 1657. The history of the Doctor Carrel of Xew York.
Sweeney
their
past performances.
mi-- ,
n,.i,,ui painting dates back to Prince l.avalle,
A sequel to a frustrated plot to kidand mil's contract has two more vears " oriis was wmi Detroit tor a coud e f was iir.ru ti,.,t
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(FINE WINES, UQUORS AND CIGARS.
BjFamil Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.
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saHENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
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Singers with Gecrge Evans' "Honey Boy" Minstrels at the Elks Thursday,
eph Gillespie, James Mechan and Jack Kennedy.

December 19th: Jim Dohorty,

Jos- -

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
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amount to something
Cuervo Clipper.

SURELY TRY THIS!

-

times.

NEW AUTO LINE.
McKinney and Captain II.

Y. 1).

DOUBLES BEAUTY OF YOUR HAIR

some

ENTHUSIASM
M.

l.awsou arrived in CJ ; u p yesterday
from Phoenix making the trip in a

wo

iS

Are You Nervous?

NOT VERY STRONG1

What makes you nervous? It is the weakness of your
womanly constitution, which cannot stand the strain of the
hard work you do. As a result, you lueak down, and ruin
your entire nervous system. Don't keep this up! Take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is made from purely
vegetable ingredients. It acts gently on the womanly organs,
and helps them to do their proper work. It relieves pain
and restores health, in a natural manner, by going to the
source of the trouble and building up the bodily strength.

lit'

Stanley steamer. These gentlemen
are arranging to establish an auto AMONG REGULAR REPUBLICANS OVER THE
line between (lallup and Furiningtoii
"PLANS SUBMITTED
25-CeBY BORAH
AND
Bottle of "Dnnderine"--Hai- r
All You Need Is a
and there is no doubt but that they
GETTING
mean
ON
TOGETHER.
CUMMINS
their
that
business
purand
At
Once,
Gets Lustrous, Fluffy and Abundant
pose will he carried out. It was the
intention to establish the line imnie-- '
There
Washington, D. ('.. Dec '
Immediate? Yes! Certain? that's scraggy, faded, dry, brittle or thin. diately but in view of the fact that
the joy of it. Your hair becomes light, Besides beautifying the hair, Dander- there is no bridge over the San .luan. has been discussion withoul limit the
reunion
wavy, fluffy, abundant and appears as ine dissolves every particle of dand- it will be delayed until the bridge is last two days of a basis for
I', but it is
soft, lustrous and beautiful as a young ruff; cleanses, purifies and invigorates built. An appropriation for the bridge ol tlie factions of the (!.
not apparent that concerted action to
girl's after a Danderine hair cleanse. the scalp, forever stopping Itching and has
been made by the govern-- !
this end will he taken at once. While
Just try this moisten a cloth with a falling hair, but what will please you incut.already
will
It is likely that the bridge
the plan suggested by.siich republilittle Danderine and carefully draw it most will be after a few weeks' use be built within
a few months and the
through your hair, taking one small of Danderine, when you will actually line will be established as soon as can progressives as Senator ('inuniins
oi Iowa, and Senator Horah of Idaho,
strand at a time. This will cleanse the see new hair line and downy at first
completed.
seems entirely feasible, no great
hair of dust, dirt or excessive oil and
yes but really new hair growing all
i
Mr. McKinney
is thoroughly
amount of enthusiasm app. ai s to be
in just a few moments you have dou- over the sculp. If you care for pretty,
Mrs. Grace Fortner, of Man, W. Va., took Cardui.
coun- manifested
of
yet by many of the lead
bled the beauty of your hair.
soft hair, and lots of it surely get a miliar with this section a the
is what she says about it: "I was so weak and
This
with
been
try having
surveying 'ers of the regular republicans.
A delightful surprise awaits, partic- - 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's Dandera few years ago that surveyed
I could not bear to have anyone near me. I had
party
counor
store
toilet
In
nervous,
from
the opinion of republicans the
any drug
ularly those who have been careless, ine
tile proposed route for the Arizona &
whose hair has been neglected or is ter and just try it.
:time is not exactly propiious for the
fainting
spells, and I lost flesh every day. The first dose
Colorado
railroad. They return to consummation of any plan for the reof
Cardui
helped me. Now, I am entirely cured of the
Mr.
riioenix tomorrow but
.McKinney construction of the r publican party.
will be back soon.
and I cannot say enough for Cardui, for I
(iallup Rcpuldi-- !
spells,
fainting
The proposal of the rrpulilienn procan.
know it saved my life." It is the best tonic for women.
gressives may prove to be the tentative basis upon which the factions ulDo you suffer from any of the pains peculiar to women?
A LUCKY TURNOVER.
timately will get together. There is
Take Cardui. It will help you. Ask your druggist.
well done. The "boost spirit got ."iOtltl
Captain Thompson, Dr. Engle and recognized merit in the proposal to
IT SHOULD GROW.
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooea Medicine Co., Chattanooea. Tenn.,
Mr. Miller of Roswell,
who passed change the basis of southern repreof
acres
under
which
land,
line
ditch,
book,"Homc Treatment lor Women," sent free. J 50
for Special Instructions, and
Springer has a glorious opportunity will
never
since
those
stales
on
sentation,
last
this
vito
place
through
Raton's immediate
Saturday
give
in
mi
umaiii
mi,
in front of her. That opportunity is
c hoose
a
idctitial
elecvalpre:
to
Pecos
the
their
republican
return
trip
such that the city should more than cinity some ::o new families. Going
if
and
a
send
ever,
tor,
repubrarely,
ley home from Las Cruces, whether
double its growth in the next year or some, eh? Raton Reporter.
had gone to
witness the lican to the senate or house or elect
they
so. Hut the first thing our people
a republican governor.
Thanksgiving footliall scrap, indulged
estion that by the Mill coilgresstoil
now. I believe, on the contrary, that
should do is to get together in a more
NO CHANCE THERE.
And as for the right of stales to
in a little stunt of their own on the
instead of Stirling up these differenthe
campaign the republican parly wit'
friendly spirit of sociability, and
A well
known accountant of this I.a
in
own
their
way how dele- ces we should l"t ihein lie dormant In again united.
road. They
were determine
way will then open for a more subcity, who wanted a Job, recentiy wrote in a Ford automobile. Some four gates to national conventios shall be. for a while, at least a year."
stantial and healthy advancement.
p. letter
stating the fact to a mountain miles this side of Tularosa their chosen, it must be admitted that there
Before returning tr; .Minnesota, (lovCROUPY COUGHS AND WHEEZY
Springer Stockman.
merchant, and the reply convinced car turned turtle, violently throw- is merit in this proposition also.
ernor
Klberhardt xpressed hinisell
COLDS.
H.
P.
of
Oovernor
Carroll,
him that the search was not yet over. ing Dr. Kngle and Mr. .Miller to the
Iowa, who
follows on the arinony plan:
The quickest, simplest way to rid
ONLY A BUTCHER SHOP.
a republi as
as
month
One paragraph read: "It is comical ground and pinning
elected
last
v'"s
Captain Thomp-The editor was in Juarez Wednes-da- to read your letter. .My great estab- son under the
"The republican and third party the children of dangerous croiipv
can, anu wno was in me eonierenee
steering wheel. While of
n are going to et together before coughs and wheezy, sttilfy colds is to
nu
for the first time since Madero lishment consists of a few pinon pickrepublican governors, expressed;
the radiator was disfigured and trie
Tar
rcor- g'vo them Foley's Honey and
a
is
but
The
t
that
another
a
burg.
lit;
views
of
in
of
city
on
end
year and conipb icly
captured
ets or poles stood
the windshield demolished, the passenglarge percentage
It gives almost instant rehave the assur-fron- Compound.
shell of its former self and conditions ground with nature's own mud in the ers
the
he
when
leaders
said:
ganize
parte
party
were not even scratched. A party
both
factions lief and stops a cough promptly. It
seem to he in a deplorable State. HP'i.r.ii.ks tn break off the lileiilf north-- '
"There is no question about party ance of leaders
saw a red flag outside of a house and ers. The floor of my store is pure in a passing wagon gave the unlucky harmony in the end, but there is no' that there will li a spirit of give and soothes and heals. Contains no opiainferred that there must be a case earth, nothing else. My office is three motorists friendly assistance and the need for us to take up our differences take at the proper time. There is no tes. For sale by all druggists.
ol smallpox but as people were going feet seven inches long and I use it car and its passengers were soon in
(4 Franklin
Rousseau, the
it and out, went to see and found that as a counter
to dish out to the Tularosa.
ii was a butcher shop.
i.as ('races wealthy populace the wares of iny official chauffeur of Otero county, was
called in and in a couple of hours' SCENES FROM THE LIFE OF CHRIST.
Citizen.
great business, chiefly American sar9.
JOHN THE BAPTIST SEES JESUS FROMAFAR.
dines and cigarette papers, with a red time had the car ready to continue its
chilibandana now and then to those who journey over the mountains and down
NEEDS ADVERTISING.
(Reverently portrayed on the exact spot where it took place nineteenfir.-- hundred years ago a part of the
shown at Christinas time.)
orate and costly moving picture production of the Kalem company, to be
The Taos valley needs some com- have the spondulix. No, do not need to the bustling city on the Pecos a little wrinkled and shy its burnished
prehensive advertising now more than a bookkeeper." Roswell News.
XA
windshield, but able to get there just
ever before. It needs the truth told
the same. The motorists had a little
about the sure crops every year, of
THOSE PREACHERS' SONS.
closer shave than they care to hang
the success made in the production of Rev. Russell filled his
regular ap- up as their steady diet, and left Tulaalfalfa and field peas, and fattening
at 11 a. m. and rosa thanking all their patron saints
pointment here
cattle, hogs and sheep for the mar- :', p. m. Among Sunday
other things he said and tutelary gods for the lucky spill.
kets. People who are looking for our president-elec- t
was an elder in the
AUimagordo
homes and better conditions in the
church and that the
Presbyterian
southwest should be advised of the
is also a:i elder in the
FIVE TRAINMEN KILLED.
truth of production as borne out for
church and further reCumberland. Me., Dec. 12.- - Five
a great many years. Taos Recorder. Presbyterian
marked that Wilson was a son of a trainmen were killed today near Glen-coin the wreck of a Baltimore &
preacher and Mrs. Wilson a preacher's
THEY MEAN IT.
(laughter, although it was usually Ohio train, consisting of two engines
Raton people have certainly
said claimed that preachers' children do and forty-twcoal laden cars, which
what they mean, in dollars and cents. not amount to much. He might have its brakes suddenly refusing in work.
The necessary $lil, mil) subscription also stated that Crover Cleveland was dashed eight miles down a mountain
to rehabilitate the Black mesa is in a son of a Presbyterian preacher. A. side before both
locomotives and
the hands of the committee. The A. .lones, who owns the big cow pas- every car leaped from the rails and
spirit of boost is invading the hearts ture that corners here at Cuervo is plunged into the ditch. Four other
end minds of Ualou people and we are a son of a Presbyterian preacher. It irainmen were injured, two perhaps
on our way rejoicing over a good deed seems that preachers'
children do fatally.
i
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gen line II.
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rant.
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Robinson.
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$110.00 buys a bran new eotnbina-- j
tion runabout and lop luiggy, rubber
tired, and tine set of single harness
Theo. Corrick.

For Sale, one of the oldest established mereani ile businesses in Santa
Pe. A profitable proposition from the
start. For further particulars address P. O. Box lis.
FOR SAi.F.
Sl'.im and up.

Leghorn Cockiels.

I'.it ti

first

and second pen at
DM2 New .Mexico fair.
A few good
S. C. I!. I. K'. Cockn-land Indian
liiuiiier Drakes.
Address. Penitentiary. Santa Fe, N.

,.

TYPEWRITERS
adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchcunged
and vented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guarExanteed, Santa Fe Typewriter
w.
change. Phone
Cleaned,

i

j
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MECHANICAL

CASSIDY
ELECTRICAL

&

ENGINEER

Power Plant Engineering
Stinta
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS AT LA W.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Booms
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
IT-I-

HARRY D. MCULTON,

e

o

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Easley, . Chas. R. Easley,
EASLEY & EASLEY.
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
l'ractice in the Courts and Lefor

Chas,

F.

Laud Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Ollice, L'stun-cia-

,

N. M.

Detectives
and Doctors

HAVE YOU ANYTHING

Tell your story to

PO 5 TUM

SECRET WORKER.

a true food-drinor other harmful substance; but does contain the Phosphate of Potash (grown in
the wheat) required by Nature in rebuilding brain and nerve cells.
k.

And now comes

The Plan Upon Which Coffee Works.

the new

Instant Postum
Made in the cup
Some say it has improved flavour, but

it is regular Postum in concentrated form

nothing added.
Simply put a level teaspoonful (more
or less for strength desired) in a cup of
hot water. Stir until dissolved; then add
sugar to taste and enough cream to bring
the color to golden brown.
A fascinating beverage is ready
up

Regular

(must be boiled

20 minutes)

15

tin 50c

and 25c pkgs.

"There's, a Reason" for POSTUM
Postun

Cereal Co., Ltd., Pure Food Factories, Battle Creek, Mich.

j
,

'or

AGENCY,
DR. W. HUME

continuing an alleged combination large show cases and look their ell- and conspiracy to confine the sale of tire contents
then with a rope intuit
those articles in this country and Ca- their exit through the ceiling.
nada to horseshoers and prevent their
sale direct to horse owners.
THE BUSY WOMAN'S DAY.
DARING DIAMOND ROBBERY
It begins early, ends late, and Is
ON FIFTH AVENUE, N. Y.
New York. Dec. 12. A fi.OOO dia- full of work. She often has kidney
mond robbery in a Fifth avenue jew- tumble without
it. Her buck
elers shop was discovered today when aches, and she isknowing
tired and worn out.
Joseph Varga, head of the Varga Jew- Sleeps poorly, is nervous, no appetite.
elry company, opened his store lor; Her bladder gives her trouble too.
business. The establishment was en-- ' Foley Fidney Pills will cure all tli.it
tered during the night through a hole and make her strong and well. They
sawed in the ceiling after the wall are the best medicine made for kidof the building adjoining had been ney and bladder disorders
For sule
The thieves smashed four by all druggists.
pierced.

ELDERLY

FOLKS! CALOMEL

ID

CATHARTICS

SALTS

p

You old people, Syrup of Figs
is
particularly for you. You who don't
exercise as much as you need to; who
like the easy chair. You, whose step
are slow and whose muscles are less
elastic. You must realize that your
liver and ten yards of bowels have
also become less active,
Don't regard
Syrup of Figs as
It stimulates the liver and
physic.
bowels just as exercise would do if you
took enough of it. It is not harsh
like salts or cathartics.
The help
which Syrup of Figs gives to a torpid
liver and weak, sluggish bowels is
natural and gentle.
harmless,
trust suit here today against the
When eyes grow dim,
help
Horse Shoers' Trust. In a petition in tbem. Do the same with you liver
your
General
Wiekcrsham and bowels when age makes tbem less
equity Attorney
seeks injunction against the Master active. There is nothing more imHorse Shoers Xational Protective portant.
Clogged-ubowels
mean
association, its officers and manufa- that
food
decaying, fermenting
cturers of drilled horseshoes adjust is clogged there and the pores or ducts
able calks, and rubber hoof pads from jiu these thirty feet of bowels suck;
i

p

Rooms

1, 2

and

3.

Ke.d C.
Office Hours $ a. m. to 5 o. m.
And by Appointment.

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

Office 202 Water St., Hours,

Phon"

I

to3P..U

220 W
' Office,
Residence. 9 J
t

Work. Portable Coils to be
used at patient's home.

ay

L. F. MURRAY, M.

D

.

HYSICIAN and SURGEON.

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo t:x.
PHONE 2M.

Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone

Main

68.

COUGHING AT NIGHT

ADEN T FOB

Harmless, Gentle "Syrup of Figs" Is Best to Cleanse Your
Stomach, Liver and 30 Feet of Bowels of Sour bile,
waste.
Decaying Food, Gases and Clogged-u-

BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store

John seeth Jesus coming to him, and saith, Heboid the l.amb of Cod v.ltidi laketh away the sins of
world. John i:2:i.

Coffee is such a secret worker that
it is not suspected as the cause of
sickness or disease, but there is a very
sure way to find out the truth.
A lady in Memphis gives an interesting experience her husband had
with coffee. It seems that he had been
using it for some time and was an
invalid.
The physician in charge shrewdly
suspected that coffee was the "Worm
at the root of the tree," and ordered
it discontinued with instructions to
A RETURN TO IDEAS
use Postum regularly in its place.
OF YEARS AGO WOULD HELP.
The wife says:
"We found that
Washington, I). C. Dec. 12 A rewas the true remedy for his stomach
turn to the ideas and economies of 50
and heart trouble and we would have
' years ago would reduce the high cost
gladly paid a hundred times the ' of
Congressman Frank H. Wilamount of the doctor's charge when lis, living.
of Ada, Ohio, told the members
we found how wise his Judgment was. of the Oldest Inhabitants'
association
"The use of Postum instead of cof- at their annual
banquet here.
fee was begun about a year ago, and
He denounced the young men of to- it. has made my husband a
strong, well day who "spend more money
for
man. He has gained thirty-fiv- e
pounds gasoline than their fathers did
for
in that time and his stomach and groceries."
heart trouble have all disappeared.
"The spending habit is hound to
"We never tire of telling our friends bring evil," he. said.
In time it will
of the benefit we have received from bring a financial crisis to the country,
leaving off coffee and using Postum in Something should be done to prevent
its place." Name given by Postum Co., :it ancl tlle teaching of economy is this
something."
Battle Creek. Mich.
Look for the little book, "The Road
HORSE SHOERS TRUST
to Wellville," in each pkg.
OBJECT OF A SUIT.
Dec. 12. The fed100-cu- p
Or eralDetroit, Mich., filed
a civil antigovernment

Instant Posum is sold by gocers.
30c.
trial tin mailed for grocer's name and 2c stamp.
15 to
Postum
50-eup- tin

5-c-

?

Taos, New Mexico.

'

No boiling required

ADVfc,-TISE-

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertit
ment in 23 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FRKE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING

ARMED MEN GUARD
RAILWAY COAL CAMP.
New York, N. V., Dec. 12. Two
hundred men, armed with rifles, and
aided by a searchlight, remained on
guard all night at the coal yards of
jthe Susquehanna and Western rail-- !
road ,a subsidiary of the Erie, near
Shadyside, N. J., opposite lOftth street.
Strikers in a clash with whom, last
night two guards were killed and a
dozen wounded, still hung about the
place today, but aside from a hand-to-- '
l::nd conflict between
two small
gioups in which no one was seriously;
injured, there was no disorder.
Kvery precaution was being taken
this morning to prevent further rioting and it was said a request for the
Jersey state militia would be made
if the situation did not improve. The;
strikers,
mostly
Italians, demand
higher wages and have been seeking
to prevent strike breakers from taking their places. About two hundred
men are out.

has been helping doctors put "coffee wrecks" on their feet'

hard wheat, Postum is
It contains no caffeine

Readers

2,000,000

Work along similar lines. One seeks the thief who steals money or
valuables; the other is after the thing that steals health.
Every doctor knows that the insidious, subtle drug, caffeine, in coffee and
tea "gets away" with valuables that money cannot buy clear brain, steady
nerves, regular heart action, sound sleep, etc.
That is why they often advise patients to quit coffee and tea.
For more than 17 years

Made of clean,

TO

One bad cough can keep the whole
Phil. Disor-neafamily awake at night.
Kchaffer, .Mich., says: "I could
not sleep on account of- a bad cough,
and I was very weak. I used Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound, and soon
Hie cough left and I slept soundly all
night." For sale by all druggists.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
this decaying waste and poisons into
You will never get
blood.
Department of the Interior, X'. S.
feeling
right until ibis is corrected but do Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
i' gently. Don't have a bowel wash- Dec. (I, ft 2.
day: don't use a bowel irritant. For
Notice is hereby given that Felipe
yc.ur sake, please use only gentle, ef- I.ucero, heir to .Maria l.ucero, Decsd.,
fective Syrup of Figs. Then you are of (Jalisteo, X. .M., who. on .May 2!'th.
not drugging yourself, for Syrup of
Homestead Entry No.
Him;, made
Figs is composed of only luscious figs, !i
for Lots :! and 4, Sec. 2. and
senna and aromatics which can not Lots mid 2, Section :!,
Township 9 N.,
injure.
i:: v.. N. M. P. Meridian, has
Kange
A teaspoonful tonight
will gently, filed notice
of intention to make Five
hut thoroughly, move on and out of
to establish claim to the
your system by morning all the sour year proof,
bile, poisonous fermenting food and above described, before Register and
clogged-uwaste matter without gripe Receiver 1'. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, X. M., on January 14, 191'J.
miiisea or weakness.
Claimant names as
witnesses:
lint get the genuine.
Ask your
Agustin Ramirez, Galisteo. X. M.:
druggist for the full name. "Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna." Refuse, Kniiterio Chavez, Palma, X. M.: Franwith contempt, any other Fig Syrup cisco Chavez. Palma, X. M.; Faustin
unless it bears the name prepared by Salazar, Palma, X. M.
the California Fig Syrup Company.
MANUEL U. OTERO,
Read the label.
Register.
'2X5.1
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SANTA FE

PAGE EIGHT

Your Spare
Room

V

It means a lot to
your guests to find

a cosy,

well-warm-

ed

room awaiting

them.
A Perfection Smokeless Oil
Heater is the very thing to drive
away chill and damp in a hurry.
No smoke or smell with a Perfection. Just
clean, glowing warmth at a minute's notice.
A Perfection Heater gives nine hours' comHandsome, yet
fort on a single gallon of oil.
or write for
Dealers
everywhere,
inexpensive.
descriptive circular.

the case under adviser.ient.

The reorganization ol the ni'.mntfvi
is
police of New .Ue'.lco
cii'c!os.
in oiliciul
favorably tathiy
clHclO'i!
tilt r
Governor McDoiKili
organization by tin' lviipir.iinl mint of
tilt? well known, fearless anil eliieiont
(ajiliiin, Fred Punioff and by promoHon as well us the milling of n?v
Besides those niciil IoiumI yesmen.
terday, .Mounted Policeman l.;ielt'tB
'
is u n on the force as a privaie.
TO SUPREME COURT.
on the ruling of the
Tlit: light mil
boiinl of equalization as .regards the
lowering or the taxes of the Victoria
Land and Cattle company in Sierra
county may be taken to the supreme
court for a definite and final ruling, it
The matter has
wan stated today.
been brought into the district court
of tlills- by Attorney K. D. Tiitmann
count
y coin mis-haboro representing the
r1

'

s

bioii'M--

and Judge Abbott

MISS ME GILL BECOME
MRS. F. ROBERT STEVENSON

ROOFING

Oriiainental Knufing.

AMERICAN

FE, N. M.

RO0FINCCC

2 kah'm ciry
STAND OU

Mtf

Em

AT THE

gFA

EXCLUSIVE

STORE.

CriANCE TO SAVE MONEY.
FOR CASH ONLY.

Standard
Standard
Standard

$5.50

Standard
Standard

$2.50

$4.50
$3X0

$4.C0

Shoes for
Shoes for
Shoes for

$3.50
$2.50

BOYS' SIZE.
$2.25

$2.00

Shoes for
Shoes for

$LE5

EVERY SHOE GUARANTEED.

204

B. TONNIES,

IS. SPITZ,

West Palace Avenue.

happiness.

Miss Megill's home, until yesterday,
She
was in Wilmington, Delaware.
came to Santa Fe a year or two ago.
and occupied several important, (steno-

graphic positions. She reported the
proceedings of the famous republican
convention in I,ns Vegas at which a
candidate for governor was nominated, and also wis sit the not less fam"to win
ous democratic convention
with .McDonald" held iit the capitol
the
here. She held ii position with
and made
Santa Fe New .Mexican
many friends, who were sincere in
their expressions of regret when her
resignation was announced.
After a very brief honeymoon the
asi. taut postmaster will return to
the
his o.'Iice to help grapple wilh
A
gieat Christmas mail problem.
fair former assistant in the post
was at the registry and money
order window this morning. Put she
could
as well as the entire force
So
give no details of the wedding.
the bride and bridegroom had to be
interviewed In their cozy home whine
they were found laughing good natur-edlover the disappearance of their
wedding breakfast.
CROP.

BIG COTTON

Washington, D. C, Dec. 12. -- The
anof agriculture today
department
(Continued from page one).
cotton crop, Unit-- :
nounced the 11(12-1stockholders because they try to ed Plates, would, amount to 13,820,(IOU
inelud-- :
force them to sell their stock in one bales of 500 pounds each (not
not
is
linters.)
man't
A
ing
guarantee
market only.
The production by states:
good while he is on our exchange. Hut
'if he buys a seat on the New York Virginia 24,i)0D; North Carolina
exchange, he is immediately good, 878,0(10; South Carolina 1,184,000:
Ala-- !
although he has less money than he Ceoraiii. 1.701.00U: Florida tiS.nOO;
had before, by the amount paid for ha ma 1,330,00(1; Mississippi 1,10',,000;
his seat.
Louisiana 435,00(1, compared with
Maurice Obers, a Consolidated Ex- ','184,507 bales last year and 52(5,481
1!I06-1!1change 'broker, produced a letter from bales the average
The value of the crop last year was
;Kers and Owens, a New York Stock
Exchange brokerage house, dated May $21,010,000.
The writers declined to do
24, 1!)0!l.
Texas 4,850,000; Arkansas 854,000;
any further business with Obers, and Tennessee 280,000; Missouri 50, 001);
also declined to act for a customer Oklahoma 1,030,000; California 0,ooo.
sent to them by Obers.
All other states blank.
Mr. Obers said that when the "Curb"
The government estimate of a total
market was organized, he was forced cotton crop of 13,820,0110 hales, about
to desert his business on the curb met
t xpectatioiiH of members
because the rules adopted "at the in of theaverage
New Orleans Cotton exchange,
York
Brokerage but the announcement of Ihe figures
stigation of the Xew
exchange" prohibited any curl) dealer was followed by heavy selling which
from dealing in any other exchange
appeared to come from the short
except the .New York exchange.
side.
March was the most active month
AH! MYSTERY IS EXPLAINED.
and in the first ten minutes after the
Columbus, Ohio, Dec. 12. Mystery report was issued that month was de- of how bedbugs can live in a home
pressed 2o points, or $1 a bale, touch
home where all the family are skinny
ing 512.i.J.
and shriveled up, and with hardly
one
make
Tat
llesh
and
of
1j
enough
A SUBPOENA FOR WILSON.
good meal, was explained today by
with the
C. K. Drain, entomologist
Newark, N. .1., Dee. 12. A subpoena
Ohio state board of health,
President-elec- t
Wilson was issued
for
would
An occasional juicy visitor
Commissioner
I'nited
States
by
today
it.
keep a whole tribe of bedbugs alive,
Covernor Wilson's testi
Stockton.
that
Drain
Prof.
explained
appears.
mony is warned at the hearing Tttes-dthe bedbug can go two whole years
of Set ley Davenport, Warren Dunn
without, food.
and .lacitb Dun, who are charged with
The state is paying to study tlu having sent him threatening letters.
bedbug because Mr. Drain has a theory The hearing, originally set for Monthat bedbugs carry leprosy and other day next, was postponed to enable
disease. He found plenty to experi- - Governor Wilson to testify.
ment on in a casual trip through the
Columbus tenement district.
REQUISITION ASKED
FOR BOY SLAYER
NEW ONE FOR WILSON.
New York, Dec. 12. The best guess
around that Manhattan club and other places where democrats of promi-- ,
nence are discussing the cabinet to
is
be selected by Governor Wilson
that William Church Osborn, of this
portfolio and
city, will receive a
probably will be mimed Secretary of
the navy.
-
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HEADQUARTERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

.

v; "i.

AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
v V Reliable!

HAVE VOIR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

X

X

If it's Real Estate Hayward has It
Get the best results from your doc- Have your
tor's careful diagnosis.
prescriptions tilled at Zook's.
WANTED
Position by experienced
onfe thinbr vou, are
lady stenographer, capable of assumS
lor m these days
looking
;jr
J.
127
Phone
ing responsibilites.
a wonder- - 'ffiffiffiS-insures
cost
Calumet
of
i.Vv'.'Rf
high
living
'and
Synthetic gems, diamond, ruby
ful saving in your baking. Uut it does more. jALJMif
sapphire. Solid gold mountings. Willy
raised food.
&i
V
It insures wholesoao food, tasty
grgp
bear diamond tests. WV H. (ioebel.
.M.
baka
B.
sell
to
to
right-is
mado
rifiht
right.. Ar.H
John's
I'll Calumet
tefc!,aifa
The Ladies Aid of St.
one ot tha millions of women who use it or as.k your grocer.
church will give a home cooking sale
fiijC37M
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
in the basement of the church Friday
'Alllf Bfln' I
World's Puro Food Expo.ition, Chicaco, 111.
Dec. i:!th, 'commencing at 9:30 a. in. i'SJJ
in5"
'V."U
Paris Exposition, France, March, 1912.
Pies, cakes, sdl' ds, bread, etc. for
Kv,ETsN6PIl'yJ
.
sale.
i
It is foggy and damn ,:u to
in
n
baking powder.
You don't save money ivhcn you buy cheap or
London for there's no New Mexico ' i ; M
the mislead. Buy Calumet. It's more economical more wholesome
Don'
sunshine according to advices re
soaa.
ana
a
M
sines best results. Lalumel u Jar superior to sour mi5
ceived from Dr. Frederick M. Ihsiiop
null
inn iiiii
ii
mntiirmri'riieii'HlJTgrrBiiteseeeeeM""
ipimik
who is still in the world's metropolis.
tT
Dr. Hishop is in the best of health
ofFe
by his brothers, was that a rifle with
and his many friends of Santa
BOWMAN UNSEATED IN
which he was playing, was dischargHOUSE ON CHARGES.
ten speak of him.
ed
Dec.
by accident, the bullet entering
0.
Prince's New History of New Mexi
('.,
Washington,
was at.
$1.50.
co, Octavo,
Illustrated,
I'oiy sentative Cliarles ('.' liowman. of the the shed where his father to
the
was work and striking him close
sale by all booksellers.
eleventh Pennsylvania district
said Kickart had
heart.
a
vote
rem.
Neighbors
Rooms
in
the
Furnished
house
for
today
unseated
by
Elegantly
taken an older boy to the shed to
The finest rooms in the city, having of 153 to 118, in favor of G. B.
electric light, steam heat and baths.
his democratic opponent, who whip him and under pressure, the lad
lohad
The European Hotel, centrally
charged corrupt practices in llow-- ! later confessed, saying his father
cated. State Progressive Headquart- man's election.
The contest was been habitually brutal to the mother.
a
ers in' the hotel.
lover the election of 1010, and gives The shooting, lit! said, followed
LOfiT A ladies' gold watch.
McLean the salary and allowance for family quarrel in which the morlier
for return to this oltice.
took the boy's part when the father
the term.
Dr Clifffford S: Losey, The Eye,
Pal-- i
A. Mitchell
sought to chastise one of them for not
Kepresentalives
Ear, Nose and Throat specialist of mer and Fan', of Pennsylvania, got having obeyed, orders to bring in H'ro
i.as Vegas, will bo at the Palace Hotel into a bitter dispute on the' floor of wood.
December 12th, 13th and 1th. Hours: the house today during consideration
2 to
p. m.
election con'of the Howinan-.McLeaAdmire Rectory The many visitPILLS
Mr. Farr charged that olfi- - CHICHESTER
when
gest,
ing priests in the city expressed to- cials of the Lackawanna railroad had
I'IiiIIcr! Artk your liruauli f"f
day admiration for ihe new rectory actively supported 3!r. Palmer in the
ami .oid
u:C mis insealed with
Who
which is to be occupied by the priests 'recent election.
Mr. Palmer replied
if
Tab nn other. Hitv of your v
The rooms in the to .Mr. Fare's
rff lrictfK. Ask forCII!.4'irK4.Trit f!
of the cathedral.
as a wilful,;' de-- i I W
i:UAM
charge
MU,M, r 2.
Jf 1HAMI
TJ
Always Reliant
building are to be furnished by prom- liberate and malicious lie" and de-- '
jj
r BY I'lWfif'ISIS F'iLWvtf
inent Catholics of the city and one mantled that he publicly apologize or
room will be furnished by the good
assertions to the house.
his
prove
Sisters of horetto in recognition of
BOY SHOT HIS FATHER.
the signal services rendered by the
Dos
vicAngeles, Calif., Dec. 12. Dan- - FROM THIS DATE ON
Hev.
.Monsignor Fourchegu,
Right
II.
was shot and killed to-- !
ie!
Kickart
recar general of the archdiocese and
day by Martin, his 13 year old son,
tor of the cathedral of St. Francis.
Christmas trees, place your order while administering a whipping to an
My Line of Made
will be older son.
The best trees that
now.
a Big
Will Be Sold
Martin's first story, corroborated
brought to the city. Phone 129 W.
..
Discount
Prices right.
Manicure Tools, cuticle and nail
Ostrich Plumes in delicate shades
scissors, orange wood sticks, polish-;ers- ,
the best quality. Zook's Phar- - Your conscience may
at cost. Black Plumes at a
macy.
common
be clear, bat
large discount.
FOR SALE CHEAP A new drop
watch
a
is
sense
good
8
used
cabinet sewing machine,
only
months, original cost $30. for $17.50. j dog.
Phone 100 W.
fcTbe City" h. u. Koch
Before you decide what to select for
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaA.
your Xmas presents come and see -our big line ol .arapes, etc. uruers
taken and promptly filled with any de-M rOL- signs desired; lettering, etc. 119 Don
MontezumaCaspar ave., opposite
hotel.
Insure With Hayward and Rest Con- j

Mf ECONOMYthat's

k

food-uaifo-
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TJ7rsiTwii!s spongy feet collects tlte Invisible
of ttlsease spreads them over
& fi V germs
wmmmemm
OUT food (Utd poisons US With typhoid.
Ijwith Its

1

S

Kt--

v4;--

at

MISS A. MUGLER

j

j

1

H

j

tent.

Pierce's

i

!if!

This famo;i3 medicine has been sold by medicine dealers in its liquid form for
ever fort v vcars. Eivinj; gr-a- t Elis' to' icn. Tf you prefer you can now obtain Dr.
Pierco'3 Golden Medical Discovery tablets, cf your dniTiat at 51.00, also in GOo sizo
ist;i:r.rs. Ii.V. Tierce, Id. D., Buffalo, N.Y., for trial box.
or by muil send SO one-cefal'v aid nronw';- - cnswreJ !n the People's Medical
7 i?s ac
OfF LAW
D. All tha knowledge a young
V
ber by n. V.
man or womnn, wifeordnuynrerii.nul t h vvo, is cor.tair.nl in this bi Ilorr.e Doctor Book
to usyene lending ol ono
containing IKiS pui-e- s with nrrnvirr-- i liotini! in cloth, acr.t V
ceiit stamps to prepay cost of wripj in sad itaco. .

tie.M.

t'a

V

'
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Migue

Flower Stand
Phone 12.

V"cs- -

with the Modern Grocery Company.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

I

Phone

I

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

Market

Grocery, Bakery

EVERYTHING THERE IS TO EAT

Groceries, Meats, Vegetables,
Bakery Goods of All Kinds.
NEW FIGS, NUTS, DATES, ETC., ETC.
Phone 4.

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

j

IAS

TRIES TO ENTER ARMY.
.Miincie,
lnd., Dec. 12. Neatly at-- '
tired in a man's bine sack suit, tan
siloes and soft bat, a good looking
blond woman, giving the name of
AMcp v.. Smith, and ber borne as Kentucky, walked into the local recruit-- I
ing office last night and endeavored to
enlist in the army. She was so well
made up that Sergeant Taller JIarley
was not suspicious of her sex. She
answered the oral questions put to
her and it was not until she was told
to prepare for the physical examina-- !
tion that she balked. Finally after
much hesitation she broke down and
admitted she was a woman.
"I have a sweetheart in the coast
artillery at San Francisco," she said,
"and I thought maybe if I joined the
army I might be sent there."
MR. TAFT PROPOSES,
A BUDGET

THE 'One
CLARENDON GARDEN
Churutt
Hlock East Old San

J

i

'

Boquets, Designs, Decorations.

'jj

Rubber that is Right Our rubber
goods guaranteed to be absolutely
right in every respect. See our special hot water bag, guaranteed for
two years. Zook's Pharmacy,
entertain-- j
It will be an elaborate
ment Thursday night at Guadalupe
Hall. There will be Spanish ami
English songs, piano selections and;
children's dances. Tickets should be
procured at once for a capacity audience seems assured.
Charles Hilliard, who has caused a
furore where he has appeared this
year because of his refined and artistic personation of girlkind, renders
the song, "The Daughter of the Regiment," in the farcical afterpiece, "De
do Lightly Guards' Reception," of the
elaborate and entirely new show which
will be presented by George Evans'
"Hoiiey Boy" Minstrels at the Elks'
theater, Thursday, December l!)th.
This tuneful melody and "De Go
Lightly Guards," another song hit of
Ihe closing part, were composed by
George Evans. The inimitable "Hon- ey Boy" also wrote the lyrics and
music of "When the Old Town Clock
Strikes Nine" and "The Boys We
Love," the two song hits of "Semi
nary Days," the elaborate middle
part, which is a novel song and dance
creation conceived and staged by .las.
K. Gorman,
stage manager for all
Cohan and Harris productions.
The Fifteen Club will meet with
Mrs. Thomas tomorrow afternoon.

is good red
liver active

tht

Cut Flowers and Plants

-

MALARIA.

End your luns !M of g:cd puro air and you don't surrender to any of the disease-bearin- g
germs, 'i'lie best known tonic and alterative, thut corrects a torpid liver,13
and helps digestion to
good blood is munuicutured ar.d the system nourished.

Hats

0'

I

'

ARE fill exposed to such dangers our only crmor
WE blood!
Let ycur stomach bo of good digestion, your

m

,",

bill Injects Into

oar veins

i

ii

12.--K-

--

E

WATCHES

Belter

,

Denver, Dec. 12. .Governor John F.
Shafroth today requested the governor of Oklahoma to issue extradition
papers for the return to Colorado of
Jesse Gilbert, aged 17. now held prisoner at Edmund. Oklahoma. Gilbert
on a
is wanted in Costillo county
Charge of murdering an unknown man
near Alamosa, December 2.

i

-

Bakes

pS-s-J- f

i

JEWELER

1

less

IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, if your business
is about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." Ifj
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."

i

SHOE

12,, 1912.

big-ca-

'

MEN'S

DECEMBER

j

ago from West Haven, Conn. He had
lived on a ranch ami then moved to
the city a couple of years ago, joining the postal force. His rise in the
His
rapid.
civil service has been
courtesy to the thousands! who visit
at Ihe post
the various windows
ciflii'.e has been marked.
He has made friends and these wish
him and his bride many years of

post-

WERE TIGHT.

your
er and holds it out in t ho hum iiicr.
Time lias littlo oHret. Your nflor yunr it will nmain
tlio naini n practically imlcaiructiMo roof, t'omparn it
with other roofings which decay uffnets after a few years
and repair hills hegin. Heniili'M the first cost of J'KlsHj
IJ'ISS is le than other roofings, and it is cheaper and
Come In and seo a sample of
ensier to lay. Hp wine.
PKKHT.KSS. Also aHk for frwo buoklet duscribini

X

N

1

RULE OF THE GAME

tiliMoIutply dump proof.
r'tnHrkatjln rnnfina
"HIS
humt' in iho win- MorroviT, it Iiii1(Ih itio lii'iit in

SANTA

NOTES.
on the governor

rSERLESS

PEERLESS ROOFING

WINDSOR,

tiieullers

fllm

s

Santa Fe. N. .M.. Dec. 12. For
New Mexico: Tonight and FriNot much
day generally fair.
change in temperature.

Attorney

the board.

Ih's morning '.van tne vt 1! known tle.ni-o- r
rat and lawyer, ('harks It. Brice of
lias bp?n m
Mr.
( 'aril bad.
Texas on a bit law suit for some
months, lie si id lint Carlsbad is
is
noticed
prof pertiis and that it
tome prominent Colorado men are in-vesting in and near there, 'ilie Hug-- ;
erinan property lias been bouglit by
to
Colorado capitalists who expect
make the farm a big producer.
:
Secretary of State Lucero is pleas-ed at the large number of autonio-- j
bile licenses that have been asked for!
this week. The tnitoists throughout
s
the slate are seeing that their
The1
are property "tagged."
absence of these ollicial numbers will
taken become noticeable.

1

A.

I'lamty
CAPITOL

Among'

y

EFFECT ON

remvscnts

fir '.K'imI

I'. Itobert Stevenson, assistant
master of Santa Fe and Miss Kihel F.
and
.Megill. forinerly stenographer
well known in the city, were quietly
mar ried at 5 o'clock yesterday even-bGet a Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater now, and b
comfortable all tha rest of the winter
the Itev. H. Z. McCulloiigli of
ing
the First Presbyterian churcn.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Miss .Megill left Santa Fe some
Denver. Pueblo, Albuquerque,
weeks
ago to visit friends in Idaho
Cheyenne. BuHo, Boile, Salt Lake Citr.
She returned yester
::nd Wvoming.
3E
day evening on the D. & K. (!., and
with a few people in the secret, she
manse
hurried to ihe Presbyterian
was married to .Mr. Stevenshe
where
o'clock bound for the workhouse,
DRIVER OF PRISON VAN
son. The witnesses were A. K. V.
It wa's S o'clock iJobin-'fCRUISES ALL OVER TOWN. two miles ""distant.
and Mrs. ICnierson.
before the police discovered Hamilton
Miss Megil was attired in n brown
In
1!.
traveling gown with hat and gloves to
Disappear- .had. not reiif'bed his destination.
Atlanta, (la.. Dec
rumors mutch and looked very pretty.'
followed
many
that
search
;he
live
ance of a prison van containing
where all the family are skinny
After the wedding ceremony the
prisoners when on its way from the driver of the van was visiting one
went to their new home, Hie
couple
workhouse
the
to
court
building
city
on Delgado house, on a street
their
another
after
saloon
beer"
"near
Hie
and
stirred the police department
near
was
"Stevenson."
side.
Hamilton
named
driving
east
the
have
friends
excitement only subsided when, after
when captured. None Palace avenue.
a
chase, the van was recover- leisurely along
and soon
been arrested on
The news got around
ed and the driver, lieorge Hamilton, of the prisoners had
One of
arrived.
ii serious charge. presents
wedding
and
of
drunk
on
a
arrested
charge
silver
solid
of
set
a
was
the
linest
had
All the prisoners
d "orderly.
New .Mexican want ads always knives and forks sent by Postmaster
been released.
Piiueger.
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This morning when the bridegroom
pioceeded to the pantry to gel a
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htmor of his bride he was shocked to
find that thieves had broken through
the wire screen which shielded the
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condon't overlook the
tains many acceptable articles for gifts. Every
member of the family can be favored with somePen Knives,
thing useful and practical. We have
Bread
Knives,
Razors,
Jack Knives, Pruning Knives,

Butcher Knives, and Sawing Sets,
at prices ranging from .
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SYSTEM.

Washington. D. C, Dec. 12. President Taft remained in his study in
the White House today to begin the
dictation of the first draft of his mes-

25c up.

c

-

sage proposing the adoption of a bud-get system, which he expects to send
to congress before he leaves for Panama next week.
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